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PEFACe

° This handbook was developed and is.shared as a part of

the diasemination effort of the Oklahoma *condary Learning .

Disabilities Mainstrdiping"Project (PreOject Mainstream) in

cooperation with the Oklahoma Child Serviee Demonstratiol

Center.. .

J

-Each of the produCts disseminated by' Prtject Mainstream

and the OCSDC is intended as a resource material to supple-

ment workshops and training programs provided in Oklahoma

ana.throughout the nation. This handbook is written in such

a way, hoWever, that it should prove beneficial to teacheri

whether or not related inservice'tas been provided.
0

Project MainStream lirovides.no cost inservice programs

Eo school systems in Oklahoma only: ARegular class teachers

are instruc.ped in time-tested ideas,'strateg1es and tech- '

niques found effective for students withllearning problems.

A brOchure explaining all services:nay be obtained by

writing Profect Mainstream, Hillside School, Route #3,

6_Cushing, Oklahoma 74023. 141 r

.As'a nuimber of the National Diffusion.Network, the

Oklahoma. Chila Servlce Demonitrition Center is actively

involved in assisting schools throughoqt Oklahoma and the

nation to adopt this proven approach to working with

learning disabled, adolescents in grades 6-12. Workshops

and training sessions (three crmsecutive days) are available

upon request. funding fo?training sessions may be proVided

by the National Diffusion Network, Title IV-C, P.L. 94-142

flow-through, moneis, or othero sources to be outlined by

project staff.,'A brochure'explaining all services.and

Materials-available may be obtained by writing the Child

Service Demonstration Center, Hillside Schodl, Aoute *3, 4

Cushing, bklahoma 74023.
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INTRODUCTION

This booklet on mainstrealbing is directed primarily to

regular classroom teachers who nust dearwith mildly handi-

capped learners in their regular classrooms. Teadhers of

exceptional learners, however, may find it to be ai helpful

resource.

Mainstreaming is apparently a little understood term

among many teachers. Hopefully; this booklet will provide

the teaCher with practicalinfosmatiOn 'and techlliqües for

use with the exceptional learner in t-..hd regular classroom.

Mainstreaming is a concept based on the fundamentali

belief that hand:icapped children will benefit 'fForn involve-

ment with non-handicapped children in their educational
P

environment. In fact, mainstreaming meang that handicapped
. k

children will be educated with their peers in the regular

classrooni to the fullest extent possible.

The word "Mainstreamang" is not mentioned in Public Lw

94-142. It is a'term that teachers invented to adequately

describe what %as happening to their classrocim.as handicapped

learners were returned from special classes..
A

"Least Restrictive Environment" is a phrase that

synonymous with mainstreaming. Stated in more exgliOit

terms, the least restrictive environment means, "placing a.

handipapped learner in the educational situations which will

\,0 11
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,the regular class'room.t If modification's in the regular

-14

give him/her.the best chance to succeed in life".

.

Specifical,ly PL094- i142 has two very mportant things to*

say about.the least restrictive environment:

1. to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped

children are educated with children who are not

. handicapped, and,

2. special classes (or special class placement)

occur only when the nature or severit§ of the

handicap is such that education in regUlar classes

with the use of supplementary aids and services

cannot be achieved satisfactorily4

In the ti.r5t- statement, the two key words are "maximum"
4

and "appropriate". The hfindLepped Ihild is to be educated

with non-handicapped children to the maximum extent possible,

workin6 within the specific curriculum of vch school,: The

term appropriate means that placement should be based not

only upon''categorical guidelines, but also grades and

previous academic performance. Even with these consider-

ations, appropriate placemenOor many children will include

at least one hour per day in a special class%

The sedond statement iS qUite specific in'stating that,
A

,if it is at all possible, students should be maintained in

10

claq,stoom'are fouhd to be unsuccessful, then and only then is

special class placement con8idered.

The majority.Of this booklet i8 dedicated to shLring

ideas, techniques, and strategie's that might fall under the



category of.supplementary aids and'services for the regular

classroom.

A continuum of alternative placement as tpecified in

the law it diagrammed below:

LLEAST RESTRICTIVE ]

Regular Class wittior,without. Modification
x'

Remedial Class (4-1 hour'

Special Class (1-3 hours) Lab or ResOurce Room

Special Class (4-6 houis)

Home Bount Instruction

Institutional or Hospital P,lacement.

LMOST RESTRICTIVE]

The first placement option is'the regular class, full-

time, with or without modifications. Many handicapped stu-

dents need only a small degree of modification to be able to .

function in a regular classroom, both academically and en-

vironmentallv. For example, a wheelchair-bound student may'

peed structural barriers removed, or a learning disabled

student may require a highlighted, low readability textbook.

second placement option is remedial class ,placement,

also knoWn as a developmental class. Remedial or develop-

mental placement is primarily for students who have mild

learning handicaps. These students require only one hour p

day of special help in a class of 15 to 20 students.

, The third option is placing the student in a special

lab or resource rOom where s/he gets special help from one to

13



three hours in special academic areas.

Some students require a good deal of personal attention

and individualized instruction for the greater part of their

school day. Students ien this placement option often are_

mainstreamed into regular classes only one or two houvs a

day. Eleceive classes such as art, home economics, and
-

physic,l education are often successful programs tor stu-

dents in this SituatiOn.

Under PL 94-142, many handicapped children who had
\

previously never been involved in education were discovered

and are now receiving services. For some, home'placement

was selected for a portion-of their school day. This par-

ticularly applies to students,who are not physically 'able

to handle a full day of school, even in a special classroom.

The option of placing a student in a hospital or

special institution is also a possibility, if it is the

recommendation of the placement team. This placelpnt should

be based on the needs of the student or his/her inabidity to

handle a public school situation.

Another important factorfor the regular classrociric

teacher to remember about PL 94-142 is that the decision

for the type and amount of specialized programming'for a

,student is not determined by one individual. Rather, a team

composed of a regular educator, a specfal educator, a school

,Psycliologist or psychometrist, the parent,.and'an adminis-
.

trative representative (to commit the school's.funds or
1

services and represent the school's position) will Nake the
.

decision.

4



Placement .d.cisions must be based on documented

evidence as determined hy observation, formal and informal

data.' The regular class teacher's viewpoint.iS crucial,

and includes classroom observations as well as modifications

utilized to date and recommerdations for the,..future.

Personnel Role
. .

t

Administrator-
.

,

1.

- /.

3.

. 4.

Encourages teacher participation
Allocates teacher time
Assists in scheduling meetings
Mediates parent-teacher discussion

Special Teacher 1. Schedules meetings

.
2. Principle author of IEP..
3. Communicates t4ith redular teachers

'prior to meeting '

4. Initiates follow-up communication

.
.

Regular Teacher 1.

.

Providesinput on IL3 objectives

2. Learns about strengths, weaknesses

r,

IA
3.

and,learning style of the student
Works with specibl teacher through-.

- out the year
-

4

#

D1agnostic3an 1. Provides te'st data and written

'report
2. Interprets,tes results in under- .

standable 'ter s

,
3. Supplies input pn appropriate pro-

gram for the student -

,

,The above diagram describes the minimum of school per-

.

sonnel that should be represented on the placement team. The

po;siLle roles they might perform to facilitate the placement

process are listed. The parent, as mentioned earlier, is

5
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also a member of the placement team. Other qChoolper-

sonnel such as tounselors and additional regular classroom

teadherS may be involved.'

-Schools that have effective mainstreaming programs are

ch.arabterized first of all by administrators who are

supportive of the concept. They set up contingencies where

by regular ,and special'class teachers can consult Ilith each

other about how to deal with those students who have learning

problems.,

49pmmunication is essential. The regbiar classroom

teacher can best utilize the idgas presented in this book
,

when s/he knows the achievement ievels'Of the student, as

well as ways in which the student can and cannot.learn-
,

. - 1.

A great deal is expected of an effective special education

,

,

,

teacher. They not only teach tand4capped cbildreh4 but

serve as a resource person-for other teachers. -
a

-

Some examples of forms Which have A been used as com-
*

- - w
munication aids-between regular and special teachers are

included in the Appendix.

The ideas in' this booklet were selected upon recom-

mendation and demons4-ation of theft prOven effectivèness
,

0
,

in t e regular classroom. In, order to make ae adjustments '

,-

and modifications fcr successful mainstreaming, the ideas,

strategies and materials are:organized in a heirarchy of

modification of'deviation from the regular class curriculum.

The following diagram indicates a five-tier hierarchk

with the base (largest area) being the regular developmental

instruction utilized in the averacje regular classroom. This

6
.6
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, .

is the step-by-step teaching that the,regular instructor

expects to coA.7er in his/her regular class.

Tier .two s the adaptive level of modification. This

leyel As the most common, requires,the least degree of

change for the teacher, arld is often dpne unconsciously.

Adaptdve techniques may 'be'thought of as adjustments that

the teacher makes to help 'a handicapped lea rner succeed inV

. class.

, All example might be changing the student's seating

location from the back of the room, where s/he'is distracted,

to the front of the room. Another example might be providing

the student Idith a specialized study guide adjusted to meet

his/her learning styles
./

Tier three is the compensatory level of modification.

This level may be thought of as adjustments that the student

makes to help 'him/her bypass or work around a learning prob-
. .

lem. Some students may be,able to compreherid the subject

matter, but a lack of certain basic skills prevents them

from dealing with it. A technique must be found to help

him/jler bypass the handicap that stands in,the way of learning

the material:

For example, a student who lacks organizational skills .

might utilize the organizational notebook idea tliat is

explained on page 63.

Tiers two and three are most common in regular class-

rooms while tiers four and five are most common in special

or remedial classes.
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1

.TYPES OF APPROPRIATE MODIFItATtONS

FOR MAIASTREAMIMG

SURVIVAL

SKILL

INSTRUCTION

o

ar,

1 DEGREE OF 4. Learning' pills SPECIAL

1 MODIFICATION
that will help the EDUCATOR

i

handicapped learner to.
s urvive in the regularcass. IN

1

SPECIAL
REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION

I

cu!kssRpori

I

3. Re-tbaching of concepts or
skills using a different type of

material, procedure, or approach.

.1

1

1

Least

'COMPENSATORY INSTRUCTION

2. Modifications made by.the student
to allow him/her to get arbund a probr

lem or.compensate for it by the use of
learning aids and speciartechniques.

EDUCATOR

IN

1. Modifications made by the,teacher in terms REGULAR

of materials, dnvironment, testing procedures, LASSROOM
study guides, etc. which enable a student to func-

tion more efficiently in the classroom.

ADAPTIVE INSTRUCTION

ommom MftmoliP amilmft dlaim mmom dilliMmommft . .1.mail
N

M
DEVELOPMENTAL INSTRUCTIO,

/
\

The basic step-by-step, sequential instruction provid- \

ed to all students in the regular classroom at a "standard:'

pace, often determined by the "average" of the class. %

A

16
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Tier four is the remedial level and primarily means

that the teacher reteaches information, processes, or pro-.

,dedures that the learner has been exposed to before, but

didn't lElarn. Tne remediel material that works bqst is that

Ach approaches the problem in a differerit light.

For example, the student who has difficulty with rote

memory problems may utilize the see-thru study sheet (see

page 76) to learn'the

Tier five is the highest degree of modification and

: .involves teaching the student survival skills. In school,

this includes such skills as how to take effective notes

and Iiow to study tor specitic types of tests.

In order to prepare students for adult responsibilities,

survival skills could include how to handle a job interview

and how to set up a household budget.

'Each of the following sections are filled with sugges-

tions made by suécessful teachers who have fourld that main-

streaming can and does work. Enjoy these ideas, strategies

and techniques!

Other ideas on commercial materials for mainstreaming '

may be found in "The MUNNii-Media Catalogue"l*and "Supplement

I"
2 of the catalogue.. Additional teacher ind student'made

activities and materials may be found in "I Used to Could

Spell Wensday"3. Ideas on prescriptive wtiting and formal

or informal diagnosis are located in "Crosscurrents: A

Prescriptive Teaching Handbook"4.

9
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I.

a

ADAPTIVE TECHNIOUES

The regular classroom teacher<can,use the technique's

descr,i.bed in this section to enable mainstreamed students

to function in class. Some students may require assistance

in simply reading the textbook or organizing the content,

while others may need to have adapted tests in order to:

demonstrate mastery of the maeerial.

.
There are four basic areas in which adaptive modifi-

tok

cations can be made in regular classrooms. These are time,

learn4.1g style, learning environment and content.

The following list represents an effort to summarite

. some ideas for working with mainstreamed students in .a

regular classroom. The list is by no means an exclusive

one; teachers are encouraged to generate and -ty out °

additional ideas.m.

' Each ofthese ideas.has been used successfully by

teachers. Every tea9her will likely find some ideas s/he

can use in the classroom, but not every idea will appeal

to every teacher. The variety of techniques makes it

possible for any teacher to find several ideas which'will

be useful with his/her students.

10
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Instructional Adjustments ior.Mainstneamed Students

4.

Time

Some students have.not learned to work at the pacelset

in most iegular Classrooms. They may need some initial

adjustments while they are learning to adapt. Others can-
-

not work at this pace due to their disabilities

v. impairments, reading disabilities, or'oth'er,learning disa-

bilitieS, etc.). The te'acher can adjust work time for the

mainstreamed student by: ,

1. Alldwing the student to work at a readin't 40T

-writing assignment for short periods of time,

followed by another type of activity. Many stu-
,

dents cannot giye full concentration to a task for

more than 10-15 minutes.

2. Setting up a.specific sehedule for the.students

so that they know what to expect; try to forewarn

them if you have to change or Vary their routine.
%, a

Some students require this type of'structure, others

do not. Teacher observStions of behavior can help

identify those students who need structure.

3. °Giving the student more overall time to com-

plete assignments.

4. Gradually lengthen work periods as the stu-

dend begins to cope.

5. Alternating quiet and active time; having short

periods oT each; making movements as purposeful

'as possible.
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Learning Style

Exiery student has a preferred mode for learning. Some%

lee'rn best by seeing,,others by hearing, and et others by

'touching and moving. The school psychologist, psychometrist,

diagnostician,. oc examiner should have some information about

, the student's preferred learning style. The special teacher

will often know how his/her students can and cannot learn.

When in doubt, ask the student how s/he prefers to lern

new information.

Auditory Style

If the student is primarily an auditory learner

adiust the mode of presentation for the student by:

1. Giving verbal as well as written directions

in'assignments.

2: Taping important reading material for stu-.

dents to listen to as they read a passage. ,Taoe

6
only essential tOormatio6. A teacher or another

student might do the taping.
-

3. Putting.assignment directions on tape so that

'students can replay them when needed.

4. Giving the student oral rather than written

tests. The teagher or another student can do this.'

5. Having students drill un eSsential information

by using a tape recorder, i.e., reciting information

into the recorder ane 'playing it back.

6; Using published audio tapes with students.

7. Having students drill aloud'to themselves or

'to, another student.

12 23
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8. DiCtating information into a recdrder ot to
;

another student.
. t

9: Having another student redd.important infor-

Q;
Metian to the'mainstreamed student-.

, . . .
,

, ro. 'Having studeAts read irportant information
-

eloud to therfIelves ot
'

to apother student.
ft. ,

Visual Style -

\ -.,-YIf t110 student .is primvily a visual leakner, ad-
:. - cr

\\,\just the thode of presentation for the student by:
4

1. Having the student use flash cards printed
r

a

in bold bright colors.

2. Having student close his/her eyes and '...rytto

visualize words or information in his hee 1.

3. Providing vj.sual clues on thalkboard for,all.

verbal directioris.

.4. 4777Z students write down notes arid memos

to .them8e1ves concerning.important words, con-.

cepts, ideas.

5. Giving students wtitten directions in assign-
..

ments%

6. Allowing stu,dents to read information needed

for assignments rather than relying on oral presen-

tations.

7. Having students drill gnd study by the cover/

wtite method-.

8% HaVing a visual learner read to areauditd5"

learner.

13 24
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9. Allowing written reports or p;ojects,in lieu

of oratpresentations:

Kinesthetic Style

If the student primarily learns by moving or

touching, adjust the mode of presentation by:

1. Using classroom demonstrations when possible.s

2. Building models '(perhaps instead of writing

reports,

3. Using role-play or simulations (especially

in sbcial 'sciencetcpurSes).

4. Teaching thestudent to take notes.

5. Allowing the g.tudent to draw, doodle, etc.

4

while s/he is listening.

6. Allowing the student to move abbut (within

reason) during class or while working.

7. Using timelines for istorical dates.

.8. Using manipulable Objects, speci"ally in

math, and especially when teaching abstract

condepts such as fractional parts,, measurement

and geometry.

9. Allowing alternativ,es to written reports such

as drawings, filmArips, dramatizations, perf8rmifig

experiments, displays, etc.

Learning 'Environment

Some students do not function well in the tradieional

classroom. They may,reqUire adjustments in the 1learnin o'g

setting, such as:
%T.

14



J. Permitting the student to do his work in a quiet,

uncrowded corner of the room or even in the hall out-
.

side the room if he chooses to. However, do not isd-

late the student against 1116er will.

2. Placing the student close to the teacher for mord',

immediate help when s/he needs it.

-Content

Many mainstreamed students are overwhelmed by the sheer

volume of material ,to'be learned. This is often due to a

slow reading rate or low reading comprehension. Adjust type,

difficulty, ampunt or sequence of material required for main-

streamed students by:

1. Giving them a lesser amount than the rest of the

class, i.e., fewer math problems, fewer pages to read,

etc.

2. Breaking their assignments down into very short

tasks.

3. Putting only one_or two math problems or study

qUestioF-On a page, if necessary.

4. Giving them only one (or a few) questions at a

time during testing.

5. -Including in their assignments only that,material

which is absolutely necessary for them to learn.

6. Checking (N/) or underlining the textbook passages

which contain the most important facts.

7. .Using markers to tell them where to start or stop

an assignment.

15
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8. Using highlighted textbOoks.

9. Giving them,specific questions to guide their.

reading.

10.. Showing them the exact paragraphs where informa-
.

tion ebn be found.

11. Establishing only a few modest goals.

12. Developing, with the student the ways to reach

the goals.

13. '. Making certain the student's desk is free from

all material except what s/he is working with.

14. Taking up the student's work as soon as it

completed.

15. Giving immediate feedback on tasks or work

completed.

16. keeping the number of practice items on any

skill to 'a mi-nimum.

17. Changing activities before the student's attention

is gone.
a

.18. Having on hand alternate and supplementary mater-

ials for opti.onal projects.

19. Giving' students seyeral alternatives in both

obtalning and reporting information - tapes, inter-

views, reading experiences, projects, etc.

20. ,Having frequent, even if short, one-tdone con-

ferences.
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Adapting Textbooks

Color Coding

Many mainstreamed students may not be able to read

quickly.enough to keep up with.the rest of the class. Others

may have poor reading.comprehension, andf,must-work extremely
;

hard to remembei the' most basic facts from the textbook.

There are students who can learn the material in a regular

secondary school course; bd% are frustrated in their attempts

'o read and study the.text. They may not study at all be-

cause they have found that "it doesn't dd any ood anyw y"

These students have difficulty picking out the

ideas of chapters ahd other important information that is

likely tg appear on tests. hey have not learned to anti-

cipate the types of questions that a teacher may ask. One

technique that can be very valuable to these students is

color coding textbooks.
77)

Color coding allows the poor reader to find the

essential information while s/he is reading the text. The

student does ,wt,have to "outguess" the teacher, since all

the important information is highlighted. The volume of

material to be studied is reduced, which reduces the frus-
_

tration of the poor reader. Studying becomes a worthwhile

task once the student knows what to stud Students using

color coded texts have found that studying does pay, and

their study habits-and attitudes improve.

Most teachers used scime form of color coding while they

17
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were in college. The technique utilized here is a bit

more structured. Color coding Xexts.does involve a degree

of teacher time initially. However, teacher aides or

student aides can copy the color scheme into other copies of

the text. Once a text is color,coded, it is a very useful,

adapted material for several years, until that text is

changed. The return on the initial investment time is high.

Three different colors of highlighting pens are re-

quired. For this example, green, pink, and yellowpens will

be used. With the green pen, highfighthe vocabulary Words

and terms. The pink pen is used to highlight in-text de-

finitions of these'terilis. Yellow is used for facts, names,

dates, and other important information. (Topic sentences

usually contain a good summary of important ideas and would

be.highlighted in yellow.) Provide a key in the froni of

the textbook for the student as a reference to the color

.scheme. Always,use the same colors so that students will '

not become confused from one text to the next.

Ideally, the content area teacher will co)or code his/her

own textbook. This can be done when the teabher is reading

the chapter prior to teaching. If another person, such as

the resource room teacher, prescriptive teacher, or aide is

doing the color coding., the material to be highlighted may

come from the questions at the end of the chapter or a

study guide provided by the content area teacher.

are:

In summary, the advantages of color, coding 6 textbook

18 2



1. It enables the slow or low level reader to use the

standard textbook, thus reducing the need for supple-
, .

. mentary materials and singling out the student as

1

"different".

2.. Color coding makes it visually clear to the student

what 4mformation'is expected for mastery on examinations.

3. Color coded texts provide an excellnt guide for test

review. All students might be encouraged to use 'them

for review.

4, The teacher benefits also, for color cod.ing a text

helps him/her assimilate the information, organize lec-

ture's and prepare examinations.

5. §ample marking S'ystem:

Green vocabulary

P.ink definitions

Yellow facts,*dates, and topic sentences.

Readability (Fry Formula)

Most textbook's are written at a reading level that is

higher than the grade level indicated on the text.. For

example, 4riany.ninth-grade science texts are written at a

college reading level. Teachers do not have to rely on

the publisher's estimate of the reading level. Anyone can

find the reading 1 vel of a Class text in less than ten

minutes by using the following seven steps;

1. Randomly select three passages from the text and

count out 100 words i each, beginning'at the start of

a paragraph. One passage should come from the first

19 30
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part of the book, one from the middle, 'and one from the

end. DO count proper nounsinitials, acronyms, and

numerals. A word is defined as a group of symbels with

z space on either side. Thus, Joe, IRA, 1945, and $ are

each counted as One word.

2. For each passage, count the total number of sen-

tences. Estimate the length of the fraction of the

last sentence to the nearest tenth.

3. Count,the total number, of syllables in each 100

word passage. A syllable is defined as a phonetic

syllable. Generally, there are as many syllables as.

vowel soUnda. When counting syllables for numerals

and initials, count one syllable for each symbol. For

exampl, 1945 is four syllables, IRA is three syllables,

and $ is one syllable.

4. Find the average number of sentences for the three

passages.
0

5. Find the average number of.syllakqes for the three

passages.

6. Plot the average number of sentences and the aver0e

number of syllables on the graph. The area where the

dot is plotted will give you the approximate grade

level.

7. If a great deal of variabilitY is found in.the syl-

lable count or sentence count, use more passages to.

find the averages.

The foliowing worksheet can be dsed to summarize the

results of the calculations for each text. (Page 22.)

20
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' A. Book Title

FRY READABILITY FORMULA

Publisher

Grade-Level
Copyright

Subject

a:

b,

ce

PAGE START END . SYLLABLES SENTENCES

t`t

TOTAL

4- 3 4- 3

"Average , average

READABILITY

B. Book Title
Publisher

Grade Level
.Copyright

Subject

sae

b.

C.

PAGE * START END SYLLABLES SENTENCES

TOTAL

4 3 4 3

average average

READABILITY

C. Book Title

Grade Level'

Subject

Publisher

Copyright

PAGE START END SYLLABLES SENTENCES

a.

b.

C.

TOTAL
4 3 3

22

average

READABILITY

average
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We recommend the Yry Formula because of its simpli-
.

city and accuracy, eSpecially for secondary level materials.

Most publishers of low-readability versions of testbooks

use the Spache or Dale-Chall Formula. These formulas usually

yield a lower estimate when used on secondary texts. This is

due to the fact that they eliminate proper nouns in caicula-
,

ting readability. They also aSsume that the student has a

working sight vocabulary. Elimination of proper nouns is

inappropriate for secondary texts, since the stlidents are
/

required to learn'those terms:

Students are often assigned reading material in, maga-

zines. It is wise tb check the readability of any material

that is aSsigned. Some readability levels,for popular maga-
,.

zines are as follows (levels may vary with different issues

of the periodical):

Time - College Level
\

U.S. News and Woild'Report - College Level

Reader's Digest - 12th )

Saturday Evening Post - 11th

Cycle - 9th-

Popular Sciehce - 9th

Glamour - 8th

Reaaability cannot be guessed, it must be calculated.

Activities conducted by our staff reveal that teachers con-

sis'i.ently underestimate the reading level of written material.

Lowering Readability

Mbst textbooks are written at a reading level higher than
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the grade level for Aich the book is intended. *This makes

it especially difficule for less able readers to get through

the text. 'Color coding can alleviate manyrof the problems.

that a poor reader may have, but occasionally even the color

coded text is tOo difficult. Imagine a ninth grade student
4

reading on the second grade level trying to read his/her
i

science book, which is written at the thirteenth grade

reading level. The exercises accompanying the text are

written at this same level. 4$1thougii this student is quite

capable of learning elle facts and concepts in the course,

s/helneeds some adaptation of the. materials in order eb

read and study. Lowering the readabil,ity of a part of.the

text is one method to assist such students.

The most'likely targets for lowering readability are

chapter summaries. It takes only a shOrt time to'lower

the readability of a chapter summary, and many students can

use that modified summary for as many years as the text is in

use. Bome teachers may rewrite certain difficult passages in

the margins of the text.

Four major factors affect the readability of materials:

Vocabulary - To eliminate vocabuYarar problems:
,

1. Edit to.control vocabulary at degired eadabi-

lity,by, substituting familiar gynonyms from word

-
lists. (Be careful not to water down the material

and lose. interest level.)

2. Make a slioht revision or add an-insetion.

It may be necessary to add an extra phrase, sen-

tence, or posgibly even a paragraph in order to



make an abstract concet clearer.

3. Completely rewrite the material to make it

easily iead, yet still representative of the

writer's inten.

Sentences - Sentence length and construction influences

readability. Long sentences are generally more difficult,to

'read. Complex sentences cause mord reading difficulty than

simple sentences.
..

1.

To eliminate sentence problems:

1. Shorten sentences found in the original text.

2. A slight revision may eliminate any problem.

Paragraphs - The most common paragraph construction is

that with the topic Asentence at the beginning of the pare-

graph. Any deviation from thiS basic pattern could possibly
/

cause the material to be more difficult to read%

Physical Format - Often the physical "layout of"the

materi:al on the printed page c,.,n affe5t readability. No

formula has provisions to measure the effect of format on

readability, but it must be taken into consideration.

The following items affect format:

1. Print size, type, and clarity

2. Graphic eids

3. , Attractiveness of layout

4. Quality of paper.

The chart on page 27 is,an.aid for'reducing readability

to a specific level. For example, if you wish to reduce a

passage so that it is no higher.than fourth grade reading

level, you would have no more,than ten sentences in each



hundred words and no more than ten words per sentence. No

more than two difficult words (words of three or more syl-

lable's) would be included in each one hundred words. Proper

nouns, compound words, and words which are made three-syl-

lable by adding es or ed are not counted as difficult words: ,

.

k

The following,passageq convey the same informatidn, yFt

one is written at the college level and the other within the

third grade level.

BETWEEN ICE.AGES

When the Cllinese learned, thousanps of years ago,

that ice enhanced the tasteof hot weather beverages, a

pr,imitive form of refrigeration emerged. Ice-was cut

in winter and packed between straw, and ch.aff, for pre7

servation until summer when it was uS'ed for cooling

beverages.
In Ancient Egypt, similar tastes for cool bever-

ages developed, but a different solution was forthcoming

since a more temperate climate kept Egypt ice free even

in winter.. .

Clay jars, filled with water, were placed on roof-

tops at sundown where the'exceptionally dry desert

breezes would evaporate the moisture seeping thraugh the

porous walls, cooling the water inside.

(Adapted from A to Zero of Regrigeration, General

Motors Corporation, Revised 1964)

BETWEEN ICE AGES
(Revised Readability)

The Chinese learned long tigo that ice made hot

weather drinks taste better. So they learned how to

cool them. Ice was cut in winter and packed in straw.

It was kept.there until summer and used to cool-drinks.

PeoPle in old Egypt also enjoyed cool drinks. They

found anpther way to cool drinks for they had no ice in

They filled clay.jars with water and put them on

the rooftops when the sun went down. Very dry desert

winds would let some of.the water get out of the jars.

This is called evaporation. It cooled the water ienside

the jars.
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The following pages are an example of a chapter summary

. With.reduced readability, The original passage was4written

at the ninth grade reading level; the reduced passage is

written at tkle third to fourth grade lever% The content

remains the same;

ORIGINAL MAIN IDEAS

1. Major surface currents begin in the tropics and flow in

great circles in each ocean and in each hemisphere.
Currents.are turned to the west by the trade winds,

north and south by.the continents, east by the wester-

lies, and soutIfty the other continents.

2. Surface currents carry warm waters to some shores.

They carry nutrientq grom place.to place.

,3. aeep ocean currents move toward the equator beneath the

surface. These currents are cold and dense compared to

the surface currents.

4. Tides on the side of the earth facing the moon are
caused by the moon's gravitational attraction. On the

far side of. the earth, centrifugal force'is probably
the ffiain cause of tides.

5. Spring tides oci.ir when the moon, sun and earth are in

line with each other. Neap tides resUlt wherrthe sun
and moon are at right angles to each other.

6. Waves are rhythmic movements of water including tides,

tgunamis,.and wind'waves.

7. Wave base of deep-water waves is above the ocean bottom.
1Shallow-water waves form in water that is shallower

than hAlf of the wavelength.

8. Water carried onto the shore by waves returns to the'

ocean basin because of thelpula of gravity.

9. Waves and currents carve rocky shores into notched
cliffs, cut benches, stakes, and caves. Boulders

carved from the shore are ground.smaller by abrasion.

Finaltly the loose m4erial 'may be transported to

another location.

10. Shore deposdts include beacjles, berms, bars, spits, and

barrier islands.

28
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11. Destruction and construction by waves and currents' are
never ending processes. .

LOWERED READABILITY OF ORIGINAL MAIN IDEAS

1. Surface currents start in the tropics. They flow in.big
circles in each ocean. The trade winds turn the currents
west. The continents turn the currents north and south.
The westerlies turn the currents east.

2. Surface currents carry warm waters and nutrients (foods)
from place to 'place.

3. Deep ocean currents move under the surface. They move to
4 the equator. They are cold and dense.

4-

4. The moon's gravity causes tides on the side of the earth
facing the moon. Centrifugal force causes tides on the
other side.

5. Spring tides happen when sun, 'moon, and earth are in a
line. Neap tides happen when the sun and moon are at
right angles.

6.. Waves-are moving water in a rhythm. Three kinds of waves
are tides, tsunamisi and wind waves.

7. Wave base is the depth where the motion of the wave
stops. It is above the ocean bottom in deep-water
waves. Shallow-water waves are in water that is
shallower than half the wavelength.

8. ,Gravity Makes the water in the waves go back4to the
ocean basin.

9. Waves and currents can make notched cliffs, benches,
stakes ana caves. They can make boulders (big rocks)
smaller by abrasion. Loose material can be moved to .

other places.

10. Beaches, berms, bars, spits, and barrier islands are
all shore deposits.

a

11. Destruction (destroying) and construction (building) by
waves and currents never ends.

')\

Tape Recordiho

Tape recordings of content area materials used in the

education of secOndary level students can be an effect.ive

technique for teaching the Lp student. Tapes can make the

29



material presentation apPropriate for the cognilve and

nhysical characteristic's of the learner. For example, an

inefficient reader may benefit from an oral presentation

of textbook material. To maximize the effectiveness of

such tape recordings, several basiOprinciples of organi-
.

zation and presentation should be followed.

Editing - Idenify intructional objectives and record

verbatim only those passages relevant to the objective,s.

'Summarize or omit other material.

Teaching - The teacher may insert statements in order

to demonstrate the use of skimming, illustrations, graphs,

comprehension questions, summaries and other aides. Use

the tapes to teach-or reinforce good study habits:

.
Motivation - Students learn best when motivation is

high. Motivation can be enhanced by selecting material of

interest to the student. Motivation and interest can be

-
created by an effective introduction or by involving the

student in activities or questioning.

Marking - Students may wish to follow along in their

texts while listening to the tapes. Theref'ore, w-marking'

system is required. Following are some suggested markings

for the margins:

Summarized Material §

Omitted Material

1V
Stop the tape for activities
or to respond to questions

Material recorded verbatim

Tape recording need not be done by the content area

teacher. Many civic groups are willing to tape record text-
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books - they simply need to be asked. Senior Citizen groups

are also usually willing to tape the materials. High school

speech classes, college fraternities, ororities, and reSi-

dence hall groups should also be contacted about recording.

It is best if the tapes are available for listening

through headsets in the regular classroom or study hall. The

school library may also stock the tapes for listening an or

check out.

Adapting Assignments

Students are often assigned the task of writing reports.

Students with difficulties in reading or written expresskon

may turn in partial or incomplete reportp, or may not even'

make an attempt to do an assignment: Report-writing is not

an easy task for these students, even when they know the ma-
4'

terial. Other students may experience anxiety when assigned

an oral report. If the students are given several,options

instead of a standard format for reports, they may show

greater interest, motivation,may be higher, and the teacher'

will probably find that the quality of hi,s/her students' re-

ports has improved. The following is a li'st of thirty dif-

ferent ways to make reports.

.) Report Options: Do It Your Way!

1. Selling a book, idea or ooncept: the student trys to

convince the rest of the class that his/her idea is the best

of its kind. Example: Two students may try to sell two dif-

ferent views of the same topic and see who can do the best

job.
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2. Radio broadcasts: Students may act as newsmen broad-
.

casting descriptions of exciting events into a tape recorder.

3. Panel: 'Panels may be formed ...44several students

reporting on the same topic.

4. Character letter exchange: Letters may be exchanged

between students playing different characters from textbooks.

5. Letters to authors, athletes, politicians, and local

connuminity and civic leaders.

6. Different endings: Could the event or story have ended

differently? How?

7. Code: Reports can be written in code with a key in-

cluded.

8. News Stories: Write the report in newspaper format

with headlines and by lines.

9. Illustrate a sequence of events or experiments.

10. Critiques: Students write reviews on topics, events,

or experiments. They are typed up. A rating system can be

developed to rate each.

11. Make .models of things. Example: Capitol of Oklahoma,

wireless radio, molecules.

12. Make a display that c6rrelates With an era, culture,

event or experiment.

13. Paint a mural. Depict sequences of events. Examplei,

"Trail of Tears" or birth of a chicken.

Ak. Make a large mdp showing the action of your story.

lUse this as yo t.. describe the action.4

15. Make a poster to adVertise or sell a book to the class.

("Sell" is to make the.obher students want to read the book4)

32 4 4
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16. Make up a crossword puzzle about the study. (Give a

short oral report and let the classsolve your puzzle.)

17. Make a panel cartoon illustrating some humorous part

*
of the story or event.

18. Make a collage (3-D picture) using seeds, beans, macaroni,

shells, grass, branches, twigs, 'Tabric, paper; beads, etc.

19. Make,a filmstrip . . use a projector to show it.

20. Make your own "Reading Log"'by prepa;ing a three-ring

notebook or book with brads that can be opened to add Rew

"books read". Each time you complete reading a book, you

briefly summarize the book and maybe draW an illustration

or paint a scene that would tell others A little about the .

story.and put it inside your "reading log". Make an attrac-

tive cover for your book so you will be glad to share it

with others in your room or at book fairs and with your

parents.

21. Diaries: Students can write diaries as if they,were.

characters in p text or they can pretend to visit a famouS.

person and keep a log.

22. Dramatize an interesting or exciting iricident from p.m

text to or with the class. f

23. Make a bulletin board display for the classroom or per-
.

haps in the school hall.

24. Read two or more accounts of the same event, story, etc.,

and compare the two versions.

25. Write a short play or scenerio.

26, Develop a visual timeline such as a biognaphical sketch

1116
or historical event.
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27. Demonstrate by performing experiments and documenting

pádh Phase.

28. Travel talk about a state or county trip using words,

pictures, and maps.

29. Make a mobild using pictures or characters from texts.

30. Have a puppet show to relate an event.or explain a 'concept:

Filmstrips
4

Several of the above options mentioned filmstrips.'

Students seem to enjoy making filmstrips instead of writing

reports. In additi!on, study guides, drills, and practice

exercises tot students needing.extra help can be put onto

filmstrips. 'nese are motivating for students to study.

Accelerated students might put the main ideas from'a chapter,

onto a filmstrip for other students to use.

Blink filmstrips may be ordered through (see

Multi-Media Catalogue). This filmftrip has a dull side anti

a shity'side. The student can type or write with .#2 pencil

on the dull side. A 1..gular pencil eiaser will erase both ,

type and pencil. 'A transparency peh can be used on the shiny

side. Wlter-based pen xarkings can be erased easily, but the

'colors will run if they becpme,wet. Permanent markers may

be erased with hairspray.

Alontg the 'Sides of the filmstrip are holes. Four holes

equa,1 one frame. Students gill need to leave three frames

.(12 holes) at the,beginning of the filmstrip for'a lead-in.

'Through the use of filmstrips, slides, ec., students

can make more creative, original, and interesting reports.

4/-
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This adap6tion helps all students, in addition to providing

- an. option.for those_who_are_mainstreamed,

4

Cloze Procedure

The cloze procedure was developed by Wilson Taylor in

1953 and is based upon the psychological theory of closure.

This theory states that a person wants to complete any pat-

tern which is not completed.

Use of the cloze procedure will help stUdents develop

the ability to handle ri.11-in-the-blank types of tests: It

motivates students to read a"passage more carefully. Practice

using the cloze procedurle is espcially effective with chapter

summaries. It is an eXcelient technique for improving studentt'

reading sXills as well as content area'knowledge. Students

'learn to use context (meaning) clues to idefitify words.

The cloge procedure is simple to use. The teaclier simply

copies the'passage and omits every seventh word. For simple

passages, every fifth word might be omitted, and for more dif, 0

ficult passages, every ninth word might be orditted. The first

and last sentences are left intact. Tbe students then atteffipt

to fill in as many of the blanks as they'can. Any gOod synonym

.is acceptable.

Other uses of the cloze procedure mi.ght be:

. Vocabulary terms are omi.tted.

4
2. iparts of speech are omitted (i.e., delete all verbs,. all

nouns).

3. Prefixes and suffixes are omitted.

4. Historicai dates are omitted.
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5. Mathwatical concepts and terminology are omitted.

6: Proper namea and'places are omitted.

7. Vocabulary Development - new words, synonyms, anto-
,

nyms.

* claptina Study Guides

Many teachers provide study guides for their students.

Some of these are to be'filled in by the student, others sum-

marize the material in an orderly fashidn. If possible, study

guides should be typed (double-spaced). The page number on

which the answers may be found shduld be noted. Vocabulary

words and terms should be underlined.

Beyond these basic guideynes there are numerous ways

to make study guides that will help mainstreamed students as

well as others. Teachers should pay attention to readability

levels when they are constructing study guides. Abstract

concepts should be made as clear as possible. Drawings may
.

help.visual-and kinesthetic learners, although auditory

learners may find them difficult.

SeVeral.sample.study guides are inc149d on the following
%

. pages. The first is a traditional study guide for Oklahoma His-

tory that has been adapted by organizing it sequentialay and the
c

page numbers on which the answers may be found are indicated.

The second shows a textbook study guide that has.been

adapted. The readability has been reduced, and each comple-
,

tion item is.on a separate line, making the question more

-

clear. A matching type study guide is algo included.

Mhe last study guide is designed foeuse by the student.
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It summarizes the chapter.s.. and provides an opportunity for

the student to quiz himself .herseAft_ The student simply

coNbiers the right-hnt column and tries to guess the answer.

S/he then checks his/her answer by moving the cover sheet

down.

49
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page 230

Study Guide #1
-Chapter.1T.

Oklahoma History
:

..

1. When was.the name Oklahoma officially used?

-

. What does the name Oklahoma mean?

:Page 230 and 233
,. /

,.%

il
3. What.were the provision& of the Enabling Act

..

,

,

Note: The Enabling Act required that certain definite provizion§
,

.

(or conditions) be included in the state constitution.r

Pages 236-239

4. What were the provisions to be includ'6d in the state Consi-'

tutiqp?
I

N
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ORIGINAL FORMT

Study Guide 42.

Name

D. Completihg Ideas

. /

Fill 'in the following blanks caerectly using tWlisted words.

amorphous lithosphere organic silicon.

chemical composition luster oxygen solid

AP
crystalline metamorphic rock-formers weathering

.igneous Mineraloid sedimentary

Date

kt least 88 elements are found on the (1) . Of

these, (2).

next most abundant.

is the mostabundant and (3) is

Minerals may appear in many shapes. Minerals with visible atomic

particles are called (4) . A(An) (5)

solid, with no recognizable crystal form even when examined with X-ray

is properly called a(an) (6)" . -"."0- A substance may be a(an)

(7) , but it is not a mineral if it it formed of

(8) material. Minerals have metallic (9)

if they reglect light. Each mineral: has a(an) (10) which

within certain limits is alwwrs the same for that mineral.

Twelve of the most abundant minerals are called (11)

The parent rock form which all others come is (12) . Expo-

sure,at the surface cause a change in the rocks called (13)

to take place. When the changed rocks are reburied, they may become

(14) rock. If they are buried so deep that heat and

pressure are extreme, they become.(15) 0 rocks.

39
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VII

v. REVISED STUDY GUIDE
. .

Chapt'er 4, matter of the Lithosphece t

1

Name Date

D. Completing Ideas

Fill in'the blankg. USE THESE WORDS.

amorphous .

composition

I.`
crystal

$ .

igneous

' lithosphere
.F.

.

luster

metamorphic

minerafoid

organic

oxy6en

rock-formers

'sedimentary

silicon

solid

weathering

1. The earth's crust.is tl:.e .

2. The most commoil element is

3. The next-most common element is .

: 4. If you can see the atomic paCtern, the mineral is a .,

_

4 .

5. minerars do not have a crystal

form,

,6. They should be called , not minerals.

7. Minerals are always

8. Minerals are not .

9. If minerals reflect light, they have metallic

10. Each mineral always has the same' .

11. Twelve of the common minerals are called

12: All recks come from rock.

13. changes"rocks at the surfaceJf t e earth.
10

14. .Rocks that harden near the wrface are called

15. Rocks that are changed by gi-eat heat and pressure are

scalled

t-o
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ALTERNATIVE FORMAT

Chapter 4,.Matter of the Lithosphere

Name ,Date

D. Completing Ideas

Fill in the blanks.

1, The -earth's crust

-2. The most common element

3. The next most common element..

4. Yom cant see the atomic 'pattern

A. crystal

B. mineralalid

C. oxygen

D. lithosphere

5. Does not have a.crystal form B. amorphous

6. Not really minerals F. silicon

7. Minerals are always G. organic

8. Minerals are not H. iock-formers.

.9. The way light reflects I. composition

10. Each mineral has the same J. solid

11. Twelve of the comuon minerals. K.. ruster

12. All rock comes from this.

13. Changes rocks at the surface

14. Hardens near the surface.

15. Changed by great heat and pressure

16. Minerals br mixtures of-minerals

17. The hardest mineral

L. sednentary

M. rock6

N. igneous

p. metamorphic

P. diamonds

Q. weathering

%

18. Minerals are made by R. streak

19: The col,or of the mineral powder S. silicates

20. Important for only a few minerals T. specific gravity

21. HoW heavy the mineral is U. nature

22. Have single chains and break smoothly V. color

23.-- The most cgmmon minerals.

41
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Understanding the World, Chapter 18

Eastern Europte and Asia

Rulers of Russia
4

Rulers 1.4ho run-the government as they wish

4

Many became serfs

1.

2.

3.

4.

4

Czars

Ab.'solute' /

Monarchs'

Peasants

WesternizationChanging a country so that it is more like
Western Europe

5. A czar who wanted Westernization 5. Peter the Great

6. A czar who gave nobles more Power 6. Catherine the
Great

7. This czar freed the serfs 7. Alexander II

1. The Southeastern part-of Europe If1. Baa ans

2. The Empireruled the Balkins 2. Ottoman

3. Love and Loyalty for a cOuntry 3. Natipnalism

4. These people won their treedom from the Otcoman 4. Greeks

Empire
6

r m her War started between the Rus- 5. Crimean
sians and the Ottomans

1. Having little or nothing to do with other.
countries

.1. Isolationism

2. Secret trading thPt is against the law 2. Sniuggling .

1. 'A dangerous-drug made from p4pies 1. Opium

2. The British Beat'th Chinese in the war. 2.

3. When one country controls trade in a part of
r-lothercountry

. sphefecf
influence

4. A plan that asked that all countries'could have
the:right to trade with China

. Open Door
Policy

-5. An uprising by the,Chinese.aga.ihst foreign people 5. Boxer 0.ebellion

42
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EXAMPLE: Chapter Summary"7th Grade His.tory Text

CLOZE COPY J

The Monroe Doctrine. In 1823, President Monroe stated
a doctrine that has a key part of our foreign policy..

He said the Americas were no longer open for the

setting of new European cplonies. Thus, our country

had won important place in the world.. In these years,

the of our people grew to 23,000,000.
Our frontier moved the West. Each grew in its

own way. In South, plantation life became most im-

portant. In-New England and Middle States people

turned to manufacturing and trade.
More more people moved west to find new farm lands,

people were hardy. They suffered on the.trail as
'went west; they fought indians; they tamed the wilderness.
time, they made ilew lives for themselves. Thus, better'

transportation made it easier for East and West to trade and,

travel.

MASTER COPY

The Monroe Doctrine. In 1823, President Monroe stated
a doctrine that has become a key part of our foreign policy.
He said that the Americas were no longer open for the Setting

up of new European colonies. T'hus, our country*had won an
important place in the world.- In these years, the number of
our people grew to 23,000,000.

Our frontier moved to the West. Each grew in its own

way. In the South, plantation life became most important.
In new England and the Middle States people turned to manu-
facturing and trade.

More and more people moved west to find new farm lands.

These people were hardy. They suffered on the trail as they
went westf they fought indians; they tamed the wilderness.
In time, .they made new lives for themselves. Thus, better'
transportation made it easier for East and West to trade and

travel.

I.



Maze Procedure
V

41.0.

The maze Procedure is much like the Cloze procedure but

differs in that the student has two or more choices, to place

in the blariks. This procedure is especially he.lpful fJr

teachers who utilize the multiple-choicetype of testing for-

mat. Through this non-graded activity, students learn to deal

effectively with multIple-choice sitdations.

By having o make a choice, students will be more likely

to attempt to comprehend what they are reading. _Th.q proce=
:

dure is best used with teacher handoutS, review, and chapter

summaries. (Fbr example see the teacher handout, on the fol-

lowing page.)

Contracts

One method of motivating some mainstreamed students.is

through contracts. Some Students are not motivated by a grade

each nine tN;eeks; they need some type ofstructure, for their

day to day activities.' Following are spme gpidelines for

writing contracts and a sample contract'which can be easily

modified.

GUIDELINES FOR WRITING CONTRACTS

1. The contingency (reward) should be immediate.

This iS especially important in the initial stages

of contracting. At first, tasks should be-smalq and

the reward presented immediately. The length of the task

and delay of the reward can be altered as the student

becomes successful at completing contracts.

44
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General Business

While much of the (1)

'consists of letters, there may (2)

that a secretary handles

inter-office memo-

randums, telegrams, reports, and instructions. Each type ok

(3) .
requires careful attention to details.

When a letter is ('4)

begin with the salutation and (5)

locate the address of the person (6)

the letter:is written. Generally, the (7)

on to the secretary the letter sLhe (8)

, the director wiji often

the secretary to

business to whom

$

will .pass

answering, and

on it the secretary will find the (9). for the Terson.

It is very important that the (10) of the addres-

-see be spelled cortectly'and that the (11)

used. If the director is not (12)

dictate the name and address. (13)

secretary may want to write the (14)

to be sur; that the name (15)

(1) dictation
information
addressee

(5) removed
expect
want '

A9) checked
address
begin

(13) Arise '

Where
In

(2) to
be
of

(6) and
or
find

(10) title
separate
name"

(14) different
proper
quickly

title be

a letter, s/he maT

such instances, the

names in longhand

correctly.

(3) secretary
spelling
dictation

(7) dictator
person
single

(11) correct
notebook
proper

(15) at
is spelled
will'

45 5
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2. Reward frequently with small amounts.

A field trip at the end of the month is not as

effective as smaller rewards earned weekly or ,dth.ly.

If a larger reward isused, frequent and smal rewards

(tOkens) which the student carp accumulate to arn the

large reward are recommended. Partial grades for the

tem may be used as rewards.

3. The contract.should call for and reward accomplish-

ment rather than.obedience.

The long-term goal is to eliminate the use of con-

tracts. Thas is facilitated by rewarding the accomplish-

ment of the.student (five problems worked correctly)

rather thv his obedience ("If you do your assignment,..").

4. .Reward the perforMance only after it occu'rs.

5. _The contract must be fair.

The reward must be related to the length and dif-

''ficulty of the task.

6. The terms of the cOntract milst be clear,
I.

Put both the objectives and the reward in concrete,

behavioral terms. Ambiguity will defeatthe purpose.
4

7. :The contract,should be stated in positive terms.

8. ..Use the resources of tHe home to provide rewards.

Many students can be rewarded by privileges, etc.,

at home for accomplishments both a't home and_at school.

Working out a contract with the parentsos one way to .

involv e. them in the student's education.
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COkRACT

will

begin the procedure (or activity) indicated below.

I will begin within this next Week, the, week of

, and continue the proceduce (or

activity) through , 19 .

The procedUre (or activity) to be implemented is:

vf.

Upon completion of this contract, I wil receive:

Signed,

day of , 19 .

Witnessed by,

this-

day of , 9 .

47
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Motivation

All students are not motivated by the same things, and,

the same student may be motivated by different things on

different days. The 'Incomplete Sentences Test found in
S.

"Diagnostic Rorbs Book"
5 may be helpful in determining a

,

student's likes and dis.likes. Dr. R.C. Bradley, Professor

bf Education, North TeXas State University, contends that

'the following are germane to motivation;

1. "Low motiva.ted stutents.,ought to keep many of their own

records of progress because they are typically influenced

in posikive ways by knowledge of the results.

2. "Kids who strive hard in other areas, for example sports,

and do not make the sh6wing that they aspired to make,

suffer motfvational loss and it becomee noticeable in

other school areas as well'as in daily life' patterns,

3. "Students have higher attendance records in clesse's 10111er6

the teacher maintains a dlassroom atmosphere charged with

significant ideas, friendliness, and acceptance; where

textbooks are but a source of ihformation, not the total .

course, whpre:test anxiety is kept to a minimum and where

kids truly feel they will be missed if they don't show Up.

4. "Setting personal goals and standards of excellence for

themselves increases student's' motivation for achievement.

5. "The types of questions a teacher asks affects the moti-

vational output energy of his studerits. The higher the

level of questioning going on in a classroom,.the greater

the motivational output of the students if those questions

are pitched to individual intellectual capacity.

6. "Competitive classrooms are breeding grounds for anxiety,

dcspair and defeat. Unless used most jUdiciously, in-

centives and rewards (A's on report cards, honor rolls)

serve the student more to have the feeling of ignoble

satisfaction that,he is better than someone else, then

they encourage him to be more hie-ay motivated to,do good

work in school.

7. "For those Who wish to raise the level of aspiration of

students who are failing, the only effective means appears

to be a series of successful experiences.

8. '
"The teacher's attitudes

toward himself and others are

as important, if not more important than his techniques,
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practices, or materials. In short, a teacher with posi-
tive attitudes Can promote a Positive classroom atmosphere,
while a teacher with negative attitudes promotes a feeling
of negativism within his students.

, 9, "If teachers.prolong their average :wait time' to five
seconds before.commenting on a student response, length
of student responses will increasepeasurably.

10. "Teachers tend to motivate students at the beginping of
the lesson, rather than in the .middle or just a fPw
minutes before the close of the class,period where moti2
vational techniques are more sorely needed.

t
.150

11 "The larger the enlistment..of fathers in school functions,
the lower the percent of.discipline problems of the male.
student.

12. "Students who are given '"blanket" assignments, with little
or no individualization according to their abilities, tend"
to become anxious about their work and work themselves
lato staUs of mind that border on psychological frus-
tration. Stress and tention mount and weaken their

7effectiveness on what they do try to d`o. 4

13. "The teacher's vel ot physical fitness has a direct
influence on the motivational output of his students.
The teacher who is dragging by Wednesday is.out of the
race by Friday. Evidently physically fit.teachers have
high enough.energy levels to be able to dig further into
,their resources and are able to become more responsive
as,students' needs increase as the week progres§es.
Seemingly, physically Sit teachers have fewer potiva-
tional,problems with their students.

14. "You can't motdvate atibody until you first become in-
spied yourself. After the first three or four years
of teaching on the job, one remains the type of teacher
he has already become,in the,short time unless he con-
tinuoUsly seeks to improve h'imself as an instructor."

Adapting._Tests

Some students with reading difficulties May not-be able

to succeed when presented with a recular class test. Even

; though they know the material, the awesome tapk of reading a

test, understanding the questions, and giving an answer under

pressure may be too much for them. They may also need some

help with spelling.the answers. Some students may need to
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,

tape their responses to essay questions instea'd of writing

-them. Teachers will be surprised at the improvement in both

the achievement and motivation of their students when these

simple adaptations are made.

Four factors are important in constructing tests for

mainstreamed students. These are test appearance, test for-

mat, test4 lehgth,and variety, and test readability.

Test Appearance

1. Copies should be distinct, clean and clear. Stu-
-1_7

dents require clpar, distinct letters, especially those

students with reading_or visual disabilities. Some

"students are "purple blind"; that .is;.they cannot read

pages that are run off on a ditto geChine.

2. Ample margins and '10.acing

A. *11/2" border at top.and bottom

B. 1" border on each side

C. minimum of two spaces.petween questions

S. Multiple choice alternativ'es should be placed verti-

cally, i.e.:

ORTGINAL

What is the most effective agent of erosion?
s:

A) waves and currents B)glaciers C) percolating

groUndviater D)runoff

REVISED

What is,the most dffective agent of erosia?

A.. waves and.currents ,

B. glaciers
%

C. percolating groundwater

' D. runoff

\SO 62
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4. PROOFREAD - Teachers expect stu ents to hand in

papers that are proofread for error. . Students should

)

receive the same. Tests containing errors in spelling,

etc., make the task of the mainstreaMed student much

more difficult.

Test Format

1. Captilize and underline words such as ALWAYS, NEVER,

and NOT.

2. Alternatives to multiple-choice answers should be

brief;

3: Avoid negatively stated questions, especially in

True-Flase.

4. No more than ten items should be included on matching

5. Provide short-answer alternatives if you want them

lists..

spelled correctlyJ

6. Avoid, trickY items - they invalidate your test and

increase.test anxiety.
,

7. For students who have difficulty dealing with ab-

stractions or organizing concepts, adapt the test-
,

taking procedure by emphasizing learning byx,rote (facts

in orderly presentation4)..44:sting factual information

and avoiding essay exams.

Test Length and VarietY

1. Allow plenty of time if you wish your test to be

valid. The teacher(may ask a colleague to take the

test. The colleaguelAs time is tripled to get an estimate

,of the .proppr time limit ot the test. However, reading

51 .
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disabled students may require more time.

2. Some students may i.equire the test to be read aloud.

3. Use at least three question formats on a major unit

.test.

Test Readability

1. Eliminate unnecessary words, especially in multiple

choice.

2. Use simonyms when possible.

3. Use shorter sentences.

4., Keep the vocabulary ,terms that the students should

know,,but make sure that thq can read them on sight.

*It

The following pages are a sample of a Ct for ninth

grade Earth Science in which the readability has been lowered

and the format changed slightly. Notice that vocabulaey

words and terms are left intact (the test is not "watered

down").

0
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,ORIGINAL TEST

A. Understanding Ide.is

Circle the letter in front of the best answer or fill in the blanks.

1. Which two rock classes form under similar conditions?

a. intrusive igneous and'metamorphic c. sedimentary

b. extrusive igneous and metamorphic d. sedimentary
. :

.-.
. .

2. Name two factors that determine,Which type of metamorphic

and Intrusive igneous
and metamorphic

rock forms.

3. What are rocks that contain alternate igneous and metamorphic layers called?

a. sedimentary
b., migmatite

c. foliated
d, dynamic

4. What is the most irrwrtant source of heat for the formation of metamorphic rock?

a.% heat from the
b. friction

c. decay of radioactive elements
d. pressure of overlying rocks

5. What two sources of pressure are asociated with metamorphism?

6. At great depths, uneqUal pressure is the most important factor. in what type of

metamorphic change?

a. metasomatism c. recrystallization

b. pressure alone' d. intensification

7. Upon what does metamorphic rank primarily depend?

a. heat)alone c. heat and pressure

b. pressure alone d. kind of rock involved

8. Where does metamorphism of the highest rank.take place?

a. between sedimentary rock layers c. near the center Of mountain building

b. at the bottcm of an intruding mama d. along earthquake fault lines

9. Under what conditions are minerals which occur only in metamorphic rock formed?

a. fluids at high temperatures causing c. heat causing enlargement o.f crystals

exchange of ions
- b. ,high presgure causing foliation d. earthquakes

10. Which process is not associated with metamorphism?

a. formation of new minerals c. Foliation

b. recrystailialtio11110 d, fusion
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ADAPTED TEST

Name Date

Chapter 7 Metamorphic Rocks

A. Understanding Ideas

Circle the,letter in front of the best answer or fill in the blanks.

1. What kinds of rocks are made in the same environments? .

a. metamorphic and instrusive igneous

b. metamorphi?-and extrusive igneous

c. sedimentary and intrusive igneous

d.. sedimentary and metamorphic

2. Name two things tilat determine the kind of metamorphic rack that forms.

3. What rocks have layers of igneous.and metamorphic rock?

a.. sedimentary
b. migmatite

foliated
d. dynamic

4. The most important source of heat for making metamorphic rocks:

a. heat from the sun

b. friction
'c. radioactive decay

d. pressure

5.. Name two things that cause pressure on rocks:

6., Unequal pressure on rocks causes:

a. metasomatism
b. foliation
c.. recrytallization
d. intensification

7. Metamorphic rank depends.on:

a. beat only
b. pressure only

c. heat and pressure

d. the kind of rock

5 4
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More examples.of test questions with lowered readabilities

are listed below. Notice that the original content GE the test

questiOn is maintained.

1. ORIGINAL

Compare and contrast the personal 'attributes and

characteristics of Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer.

REVISED

How .are Tom Swyer and Huck Finn alike? How are they

different?

2. ORIGINAL 4
00

nescribe and discusS the probable effects of wage and

price controls duting periods of inflation.

RiVISED

What might happen if wage and price controls were used

during inflation?

%3. ORIGINAL

(T-F) Profitable construction materials originate in

sedimentary roCk.

REVISED

(T-F) Good blinding materials come from sedimentary rock.

A. ORIGINAL

(T-F) According to the terms of the 'Treaty of Paris of

1783 both Britain and the United States agreed to,allow

the collection of lawful debts owed to creditOrs.of either

dountry

REVI§ED

(T-F) The Treaty of Paris said that both Britain and the

U.S. could collect debts from each other:

ss
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5. ORIGINAL'. ,

,

Describe the rational behind the southern states making

.good their threat of disunion in 1860.

REVTSED

Why did the southern states decide to leave'the union

, in 1860?

6. ORIGINAL

,

,

. .

,

The atmospheric condition in which air cutrents ,circuiate

. ,

, at extremely high velocities in a limited area is called
,

a

REVISED
^ .

.

What do you oall a very fast wind that is r .ing 'in a

small circle? ...

7. ORIGINAL
., s

Geysers ate produced by what underground conditions?

REVISED
,

What causes geysers?

8. ORIdINAL- ,

\

:

Crystal Thompson needs insurance for:her personal be-

longings, but not for her residence, since she lives in
..

A

;

. an apartment. If hef annual insurance_premium is $63.00,

what amount will she have paid in three years?

REVISED
%

Crystal'Thompson lives'in an apartment and needs to in-

. . .

sure her belongings.' The insurance premium costs $63.00

ajear (anually). How much will she pay in three years?s'

,

I
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9. ORIGINAL

What.i.ngredients are placed iR soap to give it the

desired charactetistics?

REVISED

What is soap made o .

10.. ORIGINAL
I.

List four environmental requirements for the growth,of

bacteria.

REVISED'

List four things bacteria need to grow.

6k)
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COMPEN ATORY INSTRUCTION

Remember that compmsatory instruction is a change the

teacher rilkei to assist-a stdpne in getting a'round .(compen-,

satingIor) a particular learning problem. Some students may

e able to comprehend the subject Matter, but a lack of certain

baSa.c skills prevents them from dealing with it. A technique

must be found to help him/her bypass the handicap tnat stands

in the way of learning.the material. A person with a broken

...-ifoot can walk with the aici Of crutches; a student who cannot

remember the multiplicafjon facs can perform ar4hmetic

operationJ by using a technique called finger multipliOation

(p. 65 ), or by using a calculator. Once a tqacher provides
114

a student with,a compensatory technique or material, the stu-'

dent can function independently in the regulae classroom. %so

This section presents a number of compensatory techniques

and materlals that have been successfully used to enalole the

.
mainstreamed student to succeed in the regular classroom.

Compensatory 'Techniques -a.nd pa ter ials

Lailguage Arts.

The first thing a regular classroom teacher may 'notice

about the mainstreamed student with ldarning probliems is

r,ronounced- difficulties in reading,and written expression.

. (
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In efementary school, the emphasis is on teaching the student

"how to" read, write and spell correctly. In'secondary school,

masterx of these skills is largely assumed since they arp

needed as tools to learn in the content areas. For the student

who has not learned "how to" adquately, compensatory techniques

will be heeded to assimilate the content being taught while on-

going remedial instruction continues to focus on the "how to"

i(see Remedial Instrdction SeOtion).

Many of.the adaptive techniques presented in the previous
r

section:are compensaory in nature when being used by a stu-

dent. Adaptations made by the teacher become compensatory tools

for the student, such as relying on a tape recorded version of

a..extbook to learn rather than reading the bOok verbatim. Some

techniques are quite simple. The student Who has difficulty

/ keeping his place while reading may beencouraged to place a

card under the line of type. Another student may need to sub-
.

IP

vocalize wh'ile reading to aid InAcomprehension and retention.

Word Bank

Have the student utilize a spiral Aotebook as a wordbank

or,as a personal dictionary. This compensatory tool allows

the student to hava.a ready reference to vocabulary words and '

erms- frequently.encountered in the classroom. Any time the

student encounters an urifamiliar word in the tex.t, it i en-
.

tered in the word bank along with its definition.

'As an example, a student whose reading level was quite low

.

worked wi.th an adaptive cdrriculum from his sciepce textbobk%

He was required to be able to define and spell the specialized

59 1
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vocabu1ary in each chapter. To locate the words deemed

. important by the teacher, he used a color coded textbook.

He simply had to find,all the words outlined in green and

record them in his word bank a long with their-definitions
se.

(outlined in 'pin1 k).

Pages in the word-bank can be Set up by the alphabet or

by content area's. The latter may be More appropriate, as

each content area may have,many technical terms used for that

particular subject as well as many common terms which take on'',

specialized meanings in the context of that subject. On page

61 are some examples of common words which are used with new

meanings in specialized content areas. All were taken from

secondary school textbooks.
s".

Carbon Copv Notes

Have a student in the 51assr9om make a carbon copy of

their notes taken in class. This will provide a student

having difficulties with note taking the opportunity to com7

pare their notes with those of a peer. A special type of

carbon paper that is not messy and is specially designed for

handwritten notes is now available.

Spelling Aids

Many times ma instreamed students are very poor spellers.

, Teachers may allow students to compensate for poor spelling in

a variety of ways. Use of a word bank as a reference is a very

practica16idea. Of course, Students using color coded textbooks

can quickly locate those words they are expected tc spell in

60
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SOCIAL STUDIES - SOME GENERAL WORDS USED WITH SPECIAL MEANING

''thriving settlements mistress oppression

Struggle enslaved conqured empire

militarists philosphers tactics barriers

expansion tyranny, democracy , clash' .

domesticated genius geographical interference

'compelled succssion preservation dominions

SCIENCE - SOME GENERAL WORDS USED WITH SPECIAL MEANfNG

compressed 1 capacity . misture agents

compound
applications

filament
repulsion

attraction,
fluorescent

'equivalent
emulsion

immerse transparent nonmetallic filtration

condensation parallel . friction saturated

humidity resistance compensate dehydrated-

MATHEMATICS - SOME GENERAL WORDS USED WITH SPECIAL MEANING

rational inverse inconsistent elimined
solution
coincide

approximation
difference

intercept
variation

determi

,
circumference

graphically connecting velocity computing

infinite inequality multiple parenthesis

projection approximately conceptual' probability

BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL ARTS, AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING.- SOME GENERAL

WORDS USED WITH SPECIAL MEANING

collective independent bargaining authorized

reputable comprehensive residential contending

executing accumulated Miscellaneous verification

analysis commercial installment automated

excessive connecting resurfacing lubrication

automatic arrangements diagram processing

HOME ECONOMICS - SOME GENERAL WORDS USED WITH SPECIAL MEANING

parental suggestion desirable standards

encouragement approval fashionable communicable

requirements contagious contaminated utilities.

simplifies budgeting household livable

refreshments centerpiece harmonize vegetables

accessories essential appliances guarantee

LITERATURE - SOME WORDS USED WITH SPECIAL MEANING AND SOME UNCOMICION

WORDS

miserable swaggered shrieked vicious

renegade solemnly horrible ironically

bridled audience colo,ssal girth

eddied dulling mag,0'ies realization

prudence muttered sufficed sodden

retrieved scamp thrashed decadent
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content areas.

"The Perfect Speller"
6 can be an invaluable addition to

\

/

your classroom.. Words in the book are listed in black ink as

common misspelling's, then the correct spelling is given in red

ink. For example, .there are eleven different misspellings for

"broccoli". If a student can even get close, the,correct

spelling can be found.

,

By using "The Perfect Speller", the student really can

,

look up the word.

The "Instant Spelling Dictionary"
7 used by Most secre-

taries can also be a tremendous aid to the poor spellers, and

it is pocket-sized.

A spelling system developed by our teachers diffused

much of the hostility often generated by a paper full of
o

misspelled words and returned with a lot of red ink. The

teacher simply allowed the student to write "sp" above an

word s/he knew was missbelled.

If the student wasn't sure, s/he could write a "?"

above the word. A "?" means "I think it could be right but

I'm not sure". An."!" above the word means "I tried to find

this word and it wasn't there - maybe God didn't make it but

it seems to fit".

By using this marking system, thd teacher was quickly

able to determine which words the student' needed to work on,

and also taught the student to monitor his/her own writing.

Through the use of this system, most of the hassle and hos-

tility commonly felt by both the student and teacher was

effectively diffused.
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Tape ftedording Lectures
,

Tape recording of textbooks was mentioned as an adar3tive

technique in the previous section. By usind a tape recorder

to record class lectures, the student can compensate for
t,1

his/her inadequate note-taking skills. The auditory learner

may find tape rvording of lectures particularly helpful.

Use of a Typewriter

For a sew:Tent haying difficulty writing legibly, allow

the use of a typewriter for written assignments. The type-

writer is another means of motivation and practice when

students are answering questions or learning definitions and

terms.

Books like "Type It"
8

- a linguistically-oriented typing

program - teach.reading skills while teaching how to type.

This particular book was written by a learning disabilities

teaeller and is an excellent resource.for mainstreamed students.

Organizational Notebook

Many students, especially learning disabled students,

frequently Icave difficulty with tasks involving.organization

of time ana. materials. Success for these students may bel

facilitated by teaching such skills as inotebook organization.

Both the teacher.and student may then have a system to assure

that such activities as homework assignments have been copied

accurately and returned at the proper time.

The materials neede'd for notebook organization are as

follows:

II

o
1. One (1) 3- ing binder to hold all other materials.
&
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// 2. One (1) paper calendar - attach the current month
on the inside cover,of the notebook for "assignment due"
dates.

3. One (1) .plastic pouch for pencils, erasers, pens,
cards, etc. (word bank vocabulary)

4. Two (2) Pencils or pens, one (1) portfolio (folder
with pockets) per class to hold assignments, study
ouides, etc.

5 One (1) spiral notebook (or loose-leaf paper) Per
class.

6. One (1) copy of SQ3R study technique taped to inside

back cover.

The organizational notebook minimizes the problem of

students who are afflicted with a bad case of "Disorganiza-

tional Syndrome". Almost everything the student peeds, with

the exception of textbooks is chaained in one package.

The organizational notebook ha- proven effebtive for

both elementary andsecondary students. A homework assign-

ment sheet is maintained in each folder for each class. Points

may be awarded at first to reinforce usage and bringing the

notebook to class. (Example: Bringing notebook every day is

worth six points on six-weeks exam.)

Mathematics

The mainstreamed student may understand the concept be-

hind a particular arithmetic problem but may be unable to

arrive at the answer because of an inability to remember basic

math facts. The following,compensatory techniques are ways

of helping:the students compute math facts. .Many students will'

eventually memorize math facts as they work with these "helping

tools".
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Finger Multiplication

Finger Multiplication it a technique for use by a

student who knows the ones through fives in multiplication

but hat problems with the sixes through the nines. 1t is

a compensatory technique - one used to by-pass a problem

area.

This technique is very concrete. Have the student

hbld hands up palms out. Number fingers staring with

the thumb as six, index finger as seven and so on to

ten. Do this on both hands. Eachainger now has an

assigned nUmber. (See example below.)

Finger Multiplkation
3X 3=9

30

7X77,49

Th
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To multiply six times eight, the student places the

appropriate fingers of one hand.to the appropriate finOers

of the otcler hand,forming a bridge, i.e. the thumb (six)

of one 'hand to the middle finger (eight) of the other.'

hand. The fingers below and including the bridge are

tenS. The ones above the bridge are ones:
1

Now count all- fihgers below the bridge and the wo

making the bridge as teh's (i.e. 10, 0, 30, 40) then

multiply the ones on one hand times (fihgers above the

bridgel the ones on the other liana (i.e. 2 times 4 = 8).

Now simidy add'the two together to. get Your answer. Six

times eight equels forty plus eight.

In actual practice, the student.wOuld keep his lianas

on his desk or in his lap. (Note: Kdep thumbs towards

tummy.) This technique is not'recomthended for elementary

children. Learning disabled students at the secondary

level have had very little trouble' ir learning this tech-

nique.

Pringles Can Multiplication

Pringles can multiplication is:a technique that can

be both compensatory and'remedial, depending on its use.

Students tape the pattern (see page 63.) on the.,

outside of a pringles type can. Cover the pattern with

contact paper and then cut out and tape on the sleeve.

Using the pringles can as;,a compensatory tool, a

student who doesn't remember what seven times nine .is

simply turns the sleeve to match up seven and nine. The.
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answer wil,1 show upicr--1 the slot provided.
4

As a remedial tool the student may need to work on

his seven's so hestacts with seven times one, looks at

the answer, then goes on to seven times two,and so on.

Eventually, the student can be weaned away from this

technique as the constant reinforcement of seeing the

correct responses will probablrhelp him remember.

This technique is especially recommended for high

elementary and junior high level students.

Pringles Can Multiplication Table ! Assembly Instructions

1. Mimeograph the two sheets off onto constructiOn.

paper. (cut out the squaregras indicated.)
Th6 pattern can be found in.the Appendix.

2. Laminate the construction paper sheets.
fr

3. Attach the Multiplication Table sheet to the
pringles can, so that it is stationary.

4. Attach the second sheet (with missing squares).-

over the multiplication tables so ttlat.the
vertical row of numbers onlooth sheets are .
visible.

5. Be sure the top sheet w111 roll easily.

Pringles Can Additkori

Pringles Can Addition is used in the same way as

Pringles Can Multiplication, and is assembled in exactly

the same manner. Patterns for both are contained herein.

Multiplication Table

4

As a compensatory aid, the student may be allowed

to carry a copy of the multiplication tables (shown on

the next page) in his notebook to refer to when unsure



of an answer.

Smaller copies may be carried in wallets and purses.

x 0 1 2 34 5 6 7 8 '9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27

4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54

7 0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 .56 63

8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72

9 0 9 18 27 36. 45 54 63 72 81

Use of Calculators

The question is not whether you should'use a calcU-

lator in your classroom, but bow you should use it? It

can help you do a better job of teaching basic mathematics.

The calculator cap al'so be valuable for students as a

compensatory tool.

Suggested Uses

General:

1. Student uses to check own answers.

2. Let a team of, students with one calculator

check papers.
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As a Motivator, if student does five problems
on their own, then do fi,ve problems with'the
calculator.

Countilg, and Numeration kills:

l... The nature of the counting process is made
obvioUs by the machine. One can be added
to each number.

A

2. A calculator makes it possible to start counting
at any number. By two's; three's,- ten's, etc.

. Oral practic,e in naming numerals and number wOrds.

Computation Skills:

1.. Many games can be designed to help students
remember the basic computation facts.

2. give prOlAems with real applicatioas, and allold
students to develop their own methods of,solution.

0
The objective is the development'of the method,
not the method itself.

3. Have students work problems, check-their answers
with caldulator and find the errors in their own
wor4.

Measurement and geometry:

1. Calculators can make measurement experiences
more real as students compute perimeters, areas,
and volumes.

, 2. In geometry, the cafculator is an excellent
device for helping the student try different
methods for discovering a pattern and then '
extending that pattern.

Problem Solving:

1. Use to'discover and expand science and social
studies facts, such as dates, population figures,
and other statistics.

2. .The calculator makes it possible...for stadents to
work with both extremely large and small numbers
and with data that would be very difficult for
them with paper and pencil.
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. Alignment Suggestions

If a student is able to compute math problems, but

the final answer is incorrect, the student may have dif-

ficulty keeping cOlumns straight. The following are

suggestions in helping correct this problem:

1. Have the student turn notebookspaper sideways, or

2. Have the student use one-half (ID inch square
. graph paper.

rf the student has difficulty spacing lette a cor-

rectly, this same procedure may be useful.

4

Vocabulary

Keyword Mneumdnic Method

The Keyword MneUmonic Metliod'has been proven to be

an excellent tool for students who have difficulty learning

' new vocabulary words.

The Keyword Method is based on the principals of

replacing a difficult *association (be6geeff a new vocabu-

lary word and its definition) with wo easier-associations..

This is made possible the use of a irkeyword", a common

word that sound like part oi all of the voCabulary Word.

Here is an example:

Vocabulary Word

*Barrister

Keyword

Bear

A

Defidition

Lawyer

acoustic link 'imagery link
(sound-alike) (picture)

IS

The first association 7 a sound-alike acoustic link

between the vocabulary word, id,the keyword. The link iS

based on the sound the words-have in common. The second
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link is an imagery link. The student makes a mental

picture with the keyword and the definition interacting.

* For example: The student might picture a bear in

a suit acting like a lawyer.,Later, when the student

hear or sees the vocabulary word, s/hewIll remember

the key d that sounds like the vocabulary word

(Barrister-Bear) . When they remember the picture with

the keyword (Bear-Lawyer), they will then link together

the word pairs and recall the definitions of the vocabu-,

lary word (Barrister-Lawyer).

if&

To utilize the Keyword Method :

1. Select a lkst of vocabulary words and their
definitions (preferably synonyms). Words with
con,crete yisualizable meaning work best. A
ioqd list length is fifteen words,

2. Choose a keyword for each vocabulary word. A
keyword should sound like as much of the vocabu-
lary word as possible. Ideally it will sound
like the, first syllable. It should be easy to
form a memorable image connecting.the keyword
and the definition. Concrete nouns make good
keywords'since they are easy to picture.
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Teach your students the Keyword Method. You might'\
eall.the keyword a "linking word" .(like a 'link in
a chain). Use several examples. Tell them the
keywordg .to use and the images to see.

4. Have thestudents use the Keyword Method to 'study
the vocabulary list. Tell and show them a vocabu-
lary word, its keyword, and the definition. Be
sure they clearly see a mental picture before you
move on to the next word.

5. For your tests over the list, present each vocabu-
. lary word and ask'the students torecall both the

keyword and the Aefinition.

108.
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REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION

All qlassroom teachers have been involved,to some de-.

gree in remedial teachil although this form of instruction

is generadly regarded as being the 4pmain of the special

'teacher. This tbncept ia slowly.changing.. Regular class

t."&acl;er.s are finding that remedial instruction.is necessary

and possible in classes where students,learn on diffeeent

levels arid wikh 'varying styles.

Remedial instruction is ehe re-teaching of contepts or'

skills using a different type of approach, material, or pro-,

cedure.., The standard curriculum for a pareicular student may

have to be modified. Supplementary materials with low reada-
,

bility levels may be used in content areas to cover ba,sic

subjefeertter or specialized commercial materials may be

needed to drill the student in specific skills. In additidn

to commercial materials, remedial instruction often,utilizes

teacher made activities and learning materials, as well as

newspapers, magazines, menus, checkbooks, application forms,

itemized reteipts, etc.

.Successful remedial teaching requires the teacher to

recognize that all tlidents in a tlass are not working ,at the .

same level and that differential teaching will be necessary,
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to insure that signifiCant learning is taking place. This

.
is of significnce sinde mildly handicapped learners are

mainstreamed in most regular content areas.

All this clearly implies that the regular class teacher

mus*t be knowledgeable of his/her mainstreamed students' ability

levels, achievement levels, area of interest, and learning

style (auditory learner, visual learAer, etc.). The.teacher

must have a working knOwledge of all available materials,

including the eadability levels and the approach or method

of conveying slUlls or content.

Remedi.al instruction relies upon individualized teaching,

which in turn relies upon the students' strengths and weak-

nesses as a i3asis for instruction. Emphasis is not placed on

doing the same thing -in the same way as everybody else.

Rattler, the teacher use all Sources Of information to find

out *(1) what tbe student needs to learn, and (2) how to teach

It to him/her.

If as a classroom teacher readlpg thisloare feeling .

somewhat overwhelmed, you should not assume that the _egular

class teacher must shoulder all these responsibilities alone.

Planning a program for the mainstreamed student is a coopera-
,

tive effort which- begins at the placement team meeting when

he IEP as drafted. The IEP-is-a total program document, and

should inClude objectives and approaches to be used for the

mainstreamed student in all his/her.classes. Close communi-

catidn between the special teacher and the regular teacher

should take place during the placement meeting as well as

thrOughout the. year. The special teacher should be available
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to assist the regular teacher in selecting and using alterna-.

tive materials and in helping to determine if the objectives

sdt for the student are realisthc and being met. The school

pSychologist or psychometrist should be in attendance at the

placempnt meeting to explaiti the test resu4:s,and their impli-

cations for instruction. personnel from the state special

education agencies may be available to offer prescriptive

ssistance. .Remedial reading and IT)ath teachers may also be

consulted for assistance.. Now that the "least restrictive

dnvironment" is a reality in the public schools, coordination

between all schools and school support personnel is essential.

The following tips for content are6 teachers Cakuse with -

remedial students are a logical extension of the preceding

discussion:

1. Know the reading abiliW and level of your students.

2. Determine readability levels of printed materials
that you use.

3. Provide a purpose and direction fo l. each reading
assignment.

4. Provide structure, such as outlines, motivation
questions, etc.,, for written assignments. t

5. Reinforce essential and or technical vocabulary by
repetition. Remember that vocabulary is best learned
by concrete illustrations and actual experience.

6. Provide alternative assignments that do 'not require
the use of a textbook.

7. Mak6 use of audiovisual aids, filmstrips, records
and supplemental materials as alternatives to the
standard textbook.

8. Utillie informal or criterion-based tests to assess
students strengths and weaknesses.

9. Teach the concept§ behind math operations.. Remedial
teaching in math should involve the what, how, and
why behind the numerical operations.

41
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10. Provide concrete experienceS using-physical objects
and then relate them to math operations.

11. Teach the English language equivalents of mathe-
matical symbols. (Wdrd/symbol association.)

12. Because most.secondany textbooks' content and for-
mat tend tO encourage rote memorization and repeti-
tion of facts, provide for structured discussion
after a11 reading assignments (higher levels of
comprehension cannot be expresed ih writing if
they.are not perceived from the source).

Remedial Techniques and Materials

See-Thtu Study Sheets

Ihstructional Usages: See-thru study sheets may be used

as .a technique to re-teach concepts that the student has been

exposed to previously. This technique provides immediate

feedback, takes a minimum of time to-implement and can easily

be done by 'students. It is also extremely inexpensive.

The.techniqUe is based on,the fact that the red college

theme binder (acetate type) effectively screens-out pith): and

yellow water7based highlighter pens. See-thru study sheets

have muchmore potential for review or re-teaching of Content

area 1.1aterial and make excellent study guides.

Procedure: On standard size paper or index cards, pro-

blems or questions are written using a dark magic markjr. A

pink or yellow water base marker is used for writing thb

'

answer.

When cardv are under the plastic theme cover, only the

problem,or question is vigible The answer app iears when the

card is pulled out of the them( cover.

Students can easily use thI s to quiz themselves on any T

a

type of information, having immediate feedback.
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Paraaraph Study Sheet

The paragraph study sheet is an excellent way to check

for comprehension in reading and provides the remedial
)

student with structure in written assignments. Reading

for main ideas,is one of the most important skills a student

- _
must be able to master, and if tbe student can relate the

essential details listed on the paragraph study sheet, it
,

-shows that the student is comprehending what s/he is reading
.,

,

(at least at the literal level). Also, the sheet provides

a framework from which to construct a written assignment.
-,e;

..,
The par,agraph study sheet oa c. be-used as a self-administered

. guick.chedic deVice to assure the student that t e readingcl'

passage haS been understood. Another way in which the para- 1

graph study sheet can )09 used is for creative writing

assignments. Aany main'streamed students have difficulty

coming up with their pwn ideas, and the thought of an unstrucl'

tured writing assignment might send some of them into a near
,

panic. To alleviate 'this proplem, the teacher can provide

a number of index cards for each*detail. The student can

put together the main ideas for a story by putting together

the statements from the,indeX cards s/he selects.

In addition to the see-thru study sheet and the para-

graph study sheet, the fon:owing activlies and ideas may

also be useful in helping to remediate students with learning

,problems.

,
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Topic Sentence:

PARAGRAPH STUDY SHEET
,

Details -

Who?
,.

What?

Where?

When?

Why?

How?



Color Computer

The Color Computer comes in a kit which contains a color

coded answer key Card and pre-punched question cards (four

L4

different hole yetterns with forty-twO programming possi-

bilities). The instructional use of this item is that it

gives immediate feedback for learners. It is easily pro-

grammed for.math drills, vocabulaey drills, science terms,

all types of multiple choice, review for driver's license

test.and any content area.review.

Tlie directions for assembly and the procedure for-use

of.the Color Computet are as follows:

Directions:

1. Position and paste down answer key on a large piece
of cardboard or file folder.

2. Choose any question card and place it on tqp of
the answer.card to deterMine the programming
colors. (A color from the answer card will show
through each hole.)

3. Select a magic marker ot any color that appears
through.a.hple on the card.

4. Write the question on tills card, write the correct
answer beside the hole sl.lowing that color.

5. Beside the other holes) place alternative, incorrect
answers.

6. Cards may be programme, on both sides.

Procedure:

1. Learner takes and rea s one programmed question
card at a time.

2. He indicates.his choice of answer by pointing to
.the hole on the card, verbalizing his choice, or
by recording the answer on a piece of paper-

3. If an incorrect answer was chosen, the correction

4 may be made by the learner either mentally,or in
wf-iting.
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The Color Computer Kit sells for $2.95 for one set of

colored dots, answer cards, and directions for programming.

It may be ordered from: I.E.S.S., Inc., Box 4.32, 1365 S.

'Park Drive, Kernersville, North,Carolina 2728.4.

Beat the Clock'

Beat the Clock may be used for multiplication and for

parts of speech. The directions for construction and pro-

cedures are as follows for each use.

Multiplication - Directions for Construction

1. In a file folder, mark off a grid with 40 spaces'*
(8 across, 5 down).

2. In the first column, print the letters C-L-O-C-K.-

3. Place the following numbers in the remainder of the
spaces:

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18,

20, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30,
32, 35, 36, 40, 42, 45, 48,
49, 54, 56, 63, 64, 72, 81

4. You will need 177 small-size (2"x3") task cards.
Write the following numbers on the task cards.

1 on'16 cards 6 on 16 cards
2 on 20 cards 7 on 22 cards
3 on 20 cards 8 on 20 cards
4 on 20 cards 9 on 18 cards
5 on 20 cards

5. Write the letters C-140-C-K on 5 cards. (One letter
on each card). -

,

6. Shuffle the cards, use beans or paper clips,as
markers.

7. Now draw 2 cards. Multiply *the numbers and cover
the answer with a marWer. The object is to get all
the numbers covered before all the letters are
covered.

80
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Parts of Speech - Directions.for Construction

1. In a file folder, mark off the grid with AO spaces
(8 across, 5 dovin).

2. *In the first column, print the letters C.:1,0*-C-K.

3. Place the followilig parts of speech in the remaining
spaces, in any random order:

noun
verb
adjective

adverb
prepositaón

4. You.will need about 100 small size (2"x3") task
cards. Write 16 words of each, nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions on the task
cards.

5. Write tHe letters C-L-07C-K on *five cards. (One

letter on each card.)

6. Shuffle the cards, using beans or paper clips as
markers.

,

7. Draw a card and decide whether it is a noun, verb
adjective, adverb or preposition. Cover the gorrect
part of speech with a marker. The object is to get
all the parts pf speech covered before any letters
are covered.

Data Man

Data Man is a hand-held, programmed computer which stu-

dents can play a variety of math games, either individually

or in groups. The teacher can program in specific problems

to.be computed by the student, or.a number of pre-programmed

number games may be played. Data Man is a motivating way for

students to drill their math facts and work with numbers in

general.

Data Man can be.bought at most large variety stores or

you may ordec one from: Texas Instruments, Dallas,

Texas, at a cost of $24.00 each.
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Usina Money

1. Teli the students an amount of money undei $5.00.
You will probably want to start with small amounts'.

2. The students place coins or markers to illustrate
the amount. They should have more of each denomi-
nation than they need.

3. In Order to keep their markers, the studem must
indicate the exact amount in the least number of
coins possible. If not, the teacher, takes the
markers. (i.e. - if the amount is 136 ahd the
student uses 3 dimes and 3 pennies, you get'the
markers since 306 should be changed to 256 + 56.,

4. ThiS is done, above the line. Now, give another
amount and follow the,same procedure, only this
time the coins are placed below the line.

334 ,

48

Example:

506 256 106 56 16

,
_

so.

(Do I ow)

.5. Eachltudent now has two groups of coins. They'
simply put the coins together and change when.,
they have too many - 6 pennies - take off 5 pen7
.nies and put down 1 nickel, etc.

81

Example:

$1 '506 256 106 5t 16

o' .4o

The game may be varied by having the students make change

in the fewest humber of coins. Thisctivity is highly recall-

mended for elementary and intermediate students, or any.student

who has difficulty making change.
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crossword Math

Have teams of two or three students who hame difficulty

with particular math skills or concepts'make simple cross-math
Ns,

puzzles in an area Where remedial help is needed, and at

the same time s/he can complete the puzzles of others.

Cnumbers;

Here is an example, of a'simple cross-mathpUz41e on

YY1

5

0 t Ct

Down

A) 1 ,

B) Trio
C) to find Your own

height and weight
E) numbers added up

or the sum

Across

rB) Fingers
C) Opposite of less
D) Rhymes with ATE .

F) Quartet

83
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What a Dval

Use a deck of p1ayin9(cards, with the fac e .cards'removed,

teach various arithmetic skills.

D OD
D O O.

a

A

Using a deck of qards for two students, have them play

five games of addition (one'student doing,the adding, the

other Checking). Each student turns ovet the top two cards

and adds theM. The game can also be used to provide help with

multiplication,,division, and subtraction.

What'S Cooking

Have'stud s collect menus from restaurants in their

community. W)en a variety of menus have been collected, pre-
.

pare "Dining'Out Cards" that include avardety of situations.

. Here aie two.examples:

a. You and two of your frienas want to go shoppindand
eat Out rather than returning home. Each.of you
have $2.05 for:meal expenses. Assuming that all of
the restaurants are near.enough to your shopping
area, select one that would best 'serve your needs.
What would be your meal? What A the total cost
(don't forget tax)? 'How much do you have left?

b. You want to take your father/mother to 'P movies
and dinner for his/her birthday. You have saved
.$10.75. The movie costs $2.00 for each ticket.
From the menus available, select a dinner that
you can afford.

85
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Bic!, Biaaer4-Biacest
t t

Hay,: students make.up problems such as the following,:

WHICH ISI MORE? Ci'rcle the iightcanswer.

3 quarts or 7.pints

2 feet or 25 inches

The "Mean" Game

20 days or 3 weeks

20 minutes or 995 seconds
. .

4

' Since teffiperature, rainfall, snowfall, etc., are also

4

reported in terms of the mean (for the month, the year, tbe

area), it is important for yomngsters to have some understanding

f-the-Meani-ng-of-this term.

As you know, the mean of a series of numbers is the

"average" of those numbers, and is computed bY adaing all of

the numbers and dividing by the riumbers used.

. Demonstrate the concept of mean or average, by using this

device. Use strips of tick-As.and present strips containing

15; 13, 12, 8 and 7 tickets. Work with pupils in removing -some

tickets from strips containing 15, 13; and.12 and attaching Plem

. .

to strips containing 8 and 7. Thus, five equivalent strip,s of

11 tickets each are formed. 'The mean or average is 11. Now

illustrate this probedure on the blackboard: ad5, 13, 12, 8,

and 7, and-divide by the number of numbers (5); thus, 55'+ 5 = U.
-

Eleven ii the mean or average. HaNie the students compute addi-
a

tiOnal average's on paper as well as with a calculator.

Tape Wbrm

Have stUdents collect cash register tapes from purchases

at the superc.,arket and.other stores. They are to be placed in

.

a boic. Students are to select a certain number Of tapes and add

,



4

the cost of the items (mentally or with a hand calculator) tO
. . ..

yerify the totals on the tapes (addition of decimals).

Subtraction probleps can be designed by writing the amount

of money the purchaser may have given the .:lerk, and calculatjng

the amount of money rdfunded to the purChased.

example: The cost for a IAA of itemg on one tape totalled
$42.58: tm the bottom of the tape the teacher (or student)
writes the amount of money.given the.clerk; in this case,
it is two twenty-dollar bills and or.1- five-dollar bill.

'Question: Plow much does the clerk return to the pur-
chaser?

Baseball Math

Give each student a basebill standings chart similar to

the one, pictured- below.
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Have each student:

a. Compute thefpercentage for each team in the American
League East. and National League West;

%

A

b. Place
.

all American and National Lea4ue teams in order
based on the teamt' won:lost recdrds. Which.te'am is

e I first? last?
i

.

,

.'. .

c.. Arrange.the teams in the..American League.West and
, National League East in alphabetical order based on

teaths over .500 and teamp.'undfr..500.

d. Compute the to tal sups scored'in American League
teams Oh Wednesday; do the same Tor the Nationai
League. Which League scored more runs? How many
more? \,

ks'

e: List the teams that will start Thursday's games .

after 6:00 p.m.; after 9:00 p.m. (Miiwaukee
How many teams are playing afternoon games?

f. Determine what'pitchers for Thiirsday's games hávé
the best records; the poorest records; no record.
Identify each pitcher by name and by their winning
percentage.

Make a Filmstrip

Hhye two or three sppcial interest groups se).ect a math

area - decimals,. fractions, -thultiplica%don, sets, 'etc. After

they have selected their area; the stUdenis outline the basic

categories involved. For example, among categories in the

decimal area the students might list:

a. meaning of the word "decimal" and the pdrpose;

changing decimals to coMmon fractions;b.

c. changing common fractions to decimals;

d. adding and subtracting decimal fractiOns;

e. division with decimal fractions;

f. multiplying d'ecimal fracticils;

g. percentages., '

88
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The group should determine the basic operating principle/.

concepts/content for each%dategory ahd insure that'all in the

group uhderstand.these. Once this has been accomplished the

teadher should encou'rage'each gromp4.to make a'filmstrip,for
4

each category. :The filmstrip should be designed so that it
'

van help other students learn the concbpts, princples and

content. Teachers can puichase filmstrip kits Ior use in 'the

math ceuter. These kits come with,directions and Auggestions
8

for use.

Utiliiing Peer Helpers t.

a

3

'A peer helper is another student who can and will effec-

tively'communicate with the mainstreamed student. ,The peer

helper can help bY: I.

a.. making ceiain s/he understands directions of assign-
ments;',.%.

4 4 4

b. reading important directions ansd essential material
to the mainstreamed stUdent;

c. drilling the student orally on what s/he needg,to,
know, i.e. multiplication table, state capitals,
parts of speech: etc;

d. SuMmarizing orally important textbook passages for'-
.the mainstreamed student;.

e. writing dowtli answers 'to tests and-as'signments;
4:

f. yorking together on joint assignments;

lg. dpnstructively,criticizing work for the stIldent and,
making stiggestions for improvements; .

h. in clasSes,with laboratory settings (home economids,
chemiskry) lab partners..can be i very effective way
to assist the mainstreamed student.

i

Modularized Instruction'
0

Many of the techniques, materials and *trategies'described

t-

4
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A.

in this handbook are tsed-inemodularized instruction. Commercial
. . .

materials may_plso be,used. This type of instruction workS well
% . & ....--"`

..

in both resource rooms and regular classrooms. .

TeaChers prepare instrucfional modules 41'at guide students.

in the attainment of objectives fot a given topic: Some class-

rooms depend totally on tilodular instruCtiori, while o+hers
a

porate modules for 'special topics, remedial instruction, extra

credit, etc. A module,usuaily consists of the-following Com-.

ponents:

I. Directions for using the module (keep the reada-
bility as low as possible);

2. Pretest. If a studentpasses,..s/he receivescfedit
for the module;

3. Introduction;

4, Goals;

5. SpeCifid behavioral objectives!

6. Two or threactivities for each objective. Stu-
dents choose the activiy they prefer;

15

. Post test;

8. Remedial work for students who do not perform well ,

on the post tedt. An.alternate form of the post
r test may be included;

Modular instruction teaches independence and self.L.relianCe

as well as the content area material. The focus is on mastery,

Leirning and diversity. I is one byre of modification that

is beneficial to bhe entire class while adjusting for maiilstreamed.'
. .

students.

Written Expression :

. i

v* / I. u i

Communication of a'thought or.idea is thp purpose of all

Writtenmaterial., Is this a diff4.cult task? Myklebust suggests

90
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It'
this may be the highest level of comununication and Vler2efore,

for many, the most difficult'form of communication: ye should :
. .

..
.

bear this,in Mnd when working with the learning disabled
/ .

.

student: y
-. ,,.

., A. .

'Four areas to consider in written expression are:

I. Handwriting

A. Problems assocZated With handwriting:

1. speed
'2. letter formation/ ,3. eraSures
4. mixture of print and cursive

B. Techniques and Materials
,

1. use content areas to praCtice w?iting
2. use the typewriter for those with illegible

handwriting
3. use musiè to relaN,theAtudeht, i.e. have

the stuOpht write while listening to music
4. uskjOb applications to stress the need for

lnable writing

II. Idea Formulation

P.
)46

. PfbblemS with:
4

1. Organization
2. structure of*topic
3. sequence of sentences
.4. incomplete sentences,'
5. unrelated-sentence in stbry

. .

B. Techniques and Materials;
*1 ,

,,
.

1, have studthlts write the steps used in: .
,

a. building a ten-speed bicycle'
b. 'baking a cake
c. fixing a flat tire

2. teac4her or student may write out sequence of
. tasks on indcx cards - scramble the cards -

sort the cards
3. use cartoon., strips as stimuli for writing

kt sequenced captions
4. limit the choices giten to a student
5. give specific questions about what the suudenV

should write
64 yse the paragraph'study sheet

,t
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..C,
Vocalplary .and Spellina

A. -1:16ms with:

1. word,misuge dF overuge
2. .syllable omissiOn *

3. phonetic/non-phonetic spelling
4. letter order.

s

a,

IB. Techniqueg and Materials:
'4V.

st N

..\ 1. compile voqabulary word bapk Pike cards for
definitions *

,

2. teagh syllabication in reading -

/3) develop synonyms 4 ' .

. 4. Itse the keyword method for teaching vdcabulary
-

1

A

Grammar .

caRitalizatAW
punctuation
syntax,
'verb tense
subject-verb agreement
word omissiatn"

A.

'

Probles

1.

2.

3.

4.

, 5.

6.

: B. Techniques and Materials .

10 4
1.- use practical (concrete) cues tb develop punc-'

tuation
2. use Cloze techniques for pointing-out word

omission
. review rules of capitalization

cç

General suggestions for stimulating written expression:

4
1. Let the student know that s/he will Teceive a graded

papef with positive coMMents, i.e., "this'a long
story", "you really nped.your imagination".

2. Some commercial materials available: 4.

a. 'The Writing Center, Publisher: Winston Press
25 Groveland Terrage
Minneapolis, Minnesota

55403
-0

b. Title Twister, Publisher: Teachers Exchange of
San'Francisrco

600 35th Avenue
San Frandisco, CA 94121

%.,4

('



c. Etorv Starters, Publishe r: Teachers Exchange of
San Francisco

.%
(Same as above)

d. Other materials listed ig the Multi-Media
,Catalogue. OP

3. Cut out newspaper or magazine Pictures to.serve as
stimuli.

,

%
I

4. Have the student illustrateAis/her story.. ,

z
Remedial Reading Activities

Sight Words
s

1.- Football - On a piece of poserboard 'draw a football

fieldwith lines representing ten yards. Then make a sight

word list,,from history, science, poetry,,or any appropriate

. content unit.

A cdboard football ip placed on the ten yard line. The

first player reads the first sight word on the list. If he '1

f

pronounces it correctly, he advances ten yards towar ds his

opponents gOal. If he cannot pronounce it, he moves the ball

back ten yards towards his own goal. A player crossing his

opponents goal,' line is awarded sixjooints. If he reads the

next word correctly, an-extra point is added. The first player

to reach a predetermined score or time limit is .the winner.

0

Questions to Ask About Reading A

The types of iquestions that are asked about reading can'

. aid the reader's understanding of the selection while
s

,strengthning his/her .comprehension skills. Include-at 1ast

one question for each type of comprehension: literal, reorga-
-

.nization, inferential, evaltation, and appreciation. Barrett's

93
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TaxonomyOf Reading, Comprehension illustrates each of tbese

fi.ye areas of comprehension.

THE BARRgTT TAXONOM'Y OF
R.EADING COMPREHENSION

1.0 Literal Comprehension: Focuses on ideas and information
which are explicitly stated in the selection.

1.1.Recopnition requires thestudent to locate or identify
ideas or information explicitly stated in the reading selec-
tion itself.

Recognition of Details
Recognition of Main Ideas
Recognition of.Sequence
Re gnition of Compari§on
Reco nition of Cause and Effect Relationships
Recognition of.-Character Traits

1.2 Recall requires dice student to produce from memory
. ideas and inrormation,explicitly stated in the reading
selection. e a

. Or r

Recall of Detaili,
Recall of Main Ideas
Recall of Sequence
Recall of CoMparison 1

Recall of Cause and Effect Relationships
Recall of Character Traits

2.0 Reorcanizaeion: Requires the student to apalize, synthe-
size, and/or organize ideas or information explicitly stated
in the selection. The student may utilize the statements of
the author verbatim or he may paraphrase or translate the
author's statempnts. - 7-

Classifying
Outlining
Summarizing -

.Synthesiting A

1.0 Inferential Coeprehension: Is demonstrated by the student'
when.,he use the ideas'and ilhformation explicitly stated in the
selection, his intuition, .and his personal experiepcesas a

.4
Vasis fo,conjectmres,and hypotheses. He may infer:

Supporting Details
Main. Ideas
Sequence
Comparisons'
Cause and Effect Relationships
Character Traits
Predicting Outcomea,
Figurative Language. (meaning inferred)

94 .
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4.0 Evaluation: Questions here require responses by the stu-
dent.which indicate that he has made an evaluative judgement
by comparing ideas presented in the selection with external
criteria provided by the teacher, other authorities, gr other
written sources or with internal criteria provided by the
reader's experiences, knowledge, or values. Evaluative think-
ing may'be demonstrated by asking the student to make the
following judgements.

Reality or Fritasy
Fact or Opinion
Adequacy or Validity
Appropriateness
Worth, Desirabilitv' and Acceptability

< 7

5e0 Appreciatior:(Affective Domain); involves all the pre-
viously cited cognitive dimensions of reading, for it deals
with the psychologiCal and aesthetic impact of the selection
of the.reader. Appreciation calls for the student to be
emotionally and aesthetically sensitive tovork and to have
a reaction to the worth of its psychological and artistic
elements. Appreciation includes bot ;. the knowledge of and
the emotional response to literary techniques, forms, styles,
and structures.

Emotional.Response 'to the Content
Identification with the Characters or Incidents
Reactions to 'the Author's Use of Language
Imagery

Below are-examples of questions relating to the five
points disclosed above in Barrett's Taxonomy:

I. Literal Compreheffsion

A.'`'Recognition
k

Locate and identify the factors,tliat caused the
- main character to

2. Locate and identify the individuals who caused
the disturbance.

3. Show me the indbX (table of contents,,chapter
headings, etc.).

4.' ,Find the page where such-and-such is described.
5. Show me-h word whj.ch you didnit know. How di&

you f.igure it out?

B. Recall

1. Who is the author?
Z. What do you know about hls/her family (hlame, etc.)?
3. Who is the central character?

, 4. After (an incident), what happened next?
5. Tell Me (usT what happened first; then

95
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II. Reorganization

A. Summarize the main ideas.
B. What do you feel the author\is trying to tell people?
C. Describe in your own words the sequence of events

whidh led to the central problem.
D. What ideas are rou sure about when you read what the

author has written?
E. Tell me the story.

III. Inferentail Comprehension

A.. What is this story mainly about? 0

B. Dot_s this book remind you of any other book?
C. -could you describe this_book in a couple of words?
D. Is there something here that isn't actOally said?
E. Was there anything in this selection that was not

the same as you've heard before?
F. What is the problem of (a+character) in this story?
G. What other books by this author d2 you know about?
H. If such-and-such happened before so-and-so, does it

make any difference in the story?
I. Did yo4 ever have an experience like this?
J. Can you find the general topic of this story in another

book? in any reference books? texts in other subjects?

IV. Evaluation

A. What kind of selection is this?
B. Does its setting make a difference?
C. Does its time (of year, in history) affect the story?
D. Do you-think the story is really about
E. Is there a lesson to be learned in this story? What?
F. Do you think you can believe what it says? Why? Why not?

G. Do you agree or disagree with this selectiqy?
H. What is your own opinion about in thjs selection?
I. Is this something everyone should read? WYy?
J. IT ohly a few people should read it, who would you choose?
K. Is it right for someone (writer, publisher, organization,

etc.) to print only a part of a whole,story?
L. Can you trust what this author (publisher, newspaper,

magazien, etc,.) says? Why?
M. If you cannot find out laether a select.ion is p-ue,

what could you do to find out about it?
N. Was this a good story?
0. If you could talk to the author, what would you tell

him/her? 4

P. .Do you know anyone like this character?
Q. Who do jou know who likes this type of book?

V. Appreciation

fA. Do you thinklit is a happy (sad, frightehing) story?,
B. Do you trust what you read?
C. Do you believe everything you read? Why?

D. Do all of your friends believe what they read?

E. If you could, would you change the story around?

96 1.10



F. What was the best part of the story to you? Was this
part in the beginning, middle, or end of the story?
Would you have any idea why that part was where it was?

G. What about this story made you 'angry (sad, happy)?
H. If you.could become one of the characters in this story,

which one would you be? .

I. What character are you sure you would not want, to be?
J. Tf you could change anything about this story, what

would you change?
K. DIA you have, a problem Like the person in this story?
L. Did you get Aome help with your problem from reading

al:but it?
M. -.Did you see anything about yourself Which you 'did not

know before? Tell me about it.

Spellins

Many students have difficulty-with spelling. English

spelling is irregular; and most spelling books do not follow

a format that teaches-fspelling. systematically. In teaching

spelling.in a sequential manner, several guidelines shquld

be followed. The first guideline is to disregard the spelling

book. Use a list of common words, such as the Dolch list (see

" Appendix). These are the common, everyd&y words that students

will use most often in their writing. Another good list is the

Words in Continued Progress in Spelling (Economy). When
1

teaching spelling, teach only spelling..

Choose ten words from any of these'lists. Pretest the

studen.t on these, ten words. The student shotild correct any

errors, since the most effective way for learning to spell is

to correct one's own errors. The student should then study

only the words missed. Test again uing all ten words on the

next school day. Continue this process, testing each day until

the btudent has reached 160% accuracy. Proceed to the next list

pf ten words and pretest. A cumulative test may be given after

each group of fifty words is mastered. Words that are missed

97 11.1



on the cumulative test cap be added back into the list of words

to be learned.

The student may wish.to ue thefollpwing method for

studying spelling or any other rote material.

Cover and Write Study Technique

1. Look at the Word.

2. Cover it up:

3. See if you'can write it without looking.

4. Look at the wor.d.

.5. gtheck to see if you got it right.
-

61 If yOu did, go on 'to the next word.

7. If you didn't, look at again andound,:.ie out
by syllables or visualizte it.

8. Then cover it again.

9. See if you can write it.

10. Check.

4...

11. If you still got it wrong, circle it or check it

and go on to the next word or task.

12. When you are finished with the assignment 2 go,

back and,practice writing the ones you missed.

112
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SURVIVAL. SKILLS
;.

Survival skills are those abilities for which a student

usually learns during his/her educational career. Many handi-
..

capped students need to be taught these skills as they. often

have not acquired them through normal channe'ls. Survival

skills consist of the sequential, structured, developmental

Aills that most students acquire in the regular calssroom, in

aodltion to self-help techniques that enable student to pro-

cess larger amounts of information (sucli as basic study skills).

The survival skills most commonly utilized are in four

basic areas: reading, mathematics, language arts, and study

sec'tion will otter suggestions in each of the

four areas ta aia students-in becomming successful in the

regular classroom.

Survival skills may be taught in bOth short and long<term

goals. The,Short term goal of survival skills is to be suc-
.

cessful in a regular classroom. The long range goal is to be

able to succeed in life. As the student gets older and pro-

gresses through school, emphasis' will shift from short term,

to long term goals:

The focus of this section 'is primarily to provide some

direction and alternatives tor the shaft term goal of being

succesSful in the regula'r classroom. Many excellent materials
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.and resources for the long term goals may be found in the

Oklahoma Child Demonstration Centeris Muiti-Media Catalogue

and .Supplement I,*

Most survival skills ate taught in the resource room or
4

learning lab and are applied in regillar content classrooms,..

,However, many of the techniques listed in this publibation

may be u.sedin the regular clabsroom.

Textbook 'Reading

Surprisingly, many students do not knoW how to read a

chapter efficiently. Although,they can decode the words and

gain some meaning,: they do not hav'e good comprehension of the

mater2al. One skill that maw need to be taught to students

is answering the questiGns at the end of the chapter. Students

who do not know this technique are baffled at times.by their

inability to read and understand information.. Teaching the

fOidowing.tour steps to stu'dents will enable them td study

and read more effecti;rely.

How to Answer Chapter Questions

Remember: The questions in the back of the chapter are
usually in the order that the reading materAl
is in.

1.A Turn to the back of the chapt er and read the first
questibn. ,

2. Then turn to the beginning of the chapter and begin
reading.until you find the answer to the first questitn.

3. Answer the question.

Hint: Keep a marker in the book where the questions are
and where you are reading so you can find your place easily.

115
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Usina'SQ3R with Textbooks

Anothertectmire fcir reaAing textbdoks is the SQ3R

method. Many irariations of Otis method have been i4roduced

over the years, imt the basic technique still survives.

When studying with textbooks, SQ3R becomes an important

tool. If you,want to find oUt just how helpful it can be,

just ask oth.c studefits who have used it. They will tell
,

you it works.

Survey
,

1. Find the pages of your assignment. Try to guess how long
it wi1], take you and how long you can si4end on'it now.

.

2. Study the title: change it to a question; think what the
words mean.

3. Skim through the assignment, looking at:

a. subheadings
b. pictures
c. 'charts, maps, etc.

4. Read the chapter vmmary, or the last paragraph.

4

5. Read the questions at the en0 of the chapter.

Question

In surveying ur' assignment, ydpu may not have gotten any
queations: Turn thè headings or subheadings into questions.
"Thickness Of the Iolosphere" may become, "How thick is the
Ionosphere?". When you start asking questions, more will come
to mind: You will find that you are more int9rested in the
assignment. You may want to write down some of your questions
so you can answer them later. Remember: Thelonger you spend
surveying and questioning, the easier it Will be to ..read the
assignment because you will understand it better.

0

The student may write the headings and subheadings as
questions withcorresponding answers.to use as a study guide.

Questions Answers

1. How thick is the iono-
*sphere?

1. The ionosphere, which runs
from 80 km to 600 km above
the earth is approximately
520 km thick.
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Read

If a word's meaning is not c;ear to yot by the way it is
used in the sentence, write it dmin anelook it up in the dic-
tibnary later: When you are reading, ask yourself, "What is the
writer trying td telVme? 'What is he trying to get me to think
or do? Is he giving me thesfacts, or just his opinioAy

Recite

Now you can show yourself and your teacher what you have
learned from reading the assignment. You can do this by answer-
ing questions in class, by writing a report about it, by out-
lining by taking a test o/er it.. Anyway, you may want
to take short notes after reading each part or after you finish
the whole assignment.

Review
N

It is important to review each part just after reading it.
Close your book and see how much you remeMbered. When xou have
finished reading the whole thing, flip through the assidnment
and try to-remember the'important ,ideas of each part.

Paracraph Structure

The following diagram can be used to tedch students to write

better Paragraphs. The student, uses the diagram instead of an

outline since the diagram is more concrete The diagram can

be exended for longer writing assignments. Students can be
0

taught to outline once they have mastered the use of this chart.

MAIN
IDE A

FACT FACT
117
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MAIN
IDEA

FACT

A

FACT
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The chart may be put on cardboard,in such a wdY that there

are packets for each.,part of the:diagram. The teacher then

gives the students slips of paper with the appropridte idea's

and they then put eacb sl'ip into the appropriate.pocket:. The

$tudent then writes,theoeniire paragraph.

Mathematics

TOPICsmilemsow

,r

MAIN IDEA

2

Students who need surNrival skill instruction in mathe-
,

. ,

Matics usually requii-e concrete, highly sequenced instrtictibn.

Mathematical'learning is hierarchical in nature,,each now

concept and/or function relying upon mastery of previous.func-

ti9ns. Students who hle fallen behind in math report that

they are merely moving number's on paper without really under-

standing the processes. Concrete materials are necessary

with many students - pictures and visualizatiqns simply doonot

work. Although there arenumerous commercial objects available,

any small objects will do. Toothpicks are good Manipulables

Jot- whole number operations since they can easily be bundled

\for place value study. .

Many students make errors because they do not follow the

41'



correct sequence in worjUng probloms. Flowcharts are especially

helpful fok ,these students. The student leai-ns to follow thE

flowchart as each step is performed. Soon the need for the

flowchart no longer exists, Sample flOwcharts for addi tion,
0

subtraction, afdivision follow. These Itcy be-made simpler
. ,

for students requiring that adjustment. 'Otiler flowcharts can

-be made for fractions, measurement, etc.

ADDITION: START

ADD

THE ONES

GREATER
THAN TEN ?

YES

NO

YYES

ADD
THE NE XT

C MUNN

C.

104 .
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PUT DOWN THE
ONES

CARRY THE TENS
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START
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TOP
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BIGGER 0

I
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SUBTRACT

IS THERE
ANOTHER
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START

ESTIMATE

MULTIPLY

PRODUCT
TOO

BIG
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SUBTRACT

REMAINDER

TOO BIG '

CAN YOU

DIV IN
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SMALLER
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Bank- yorms (Claus)

Visit yout lodal bank ahd ask for classroom quantities

of the various forms a person might use at a bank - savings

. slip, deposit slip, withdrawal slip, application for a loan,

êtá.

Distribute thest to the claEs and go through each form

so.that Adeents learn how to fill out thg. forms. .

You might then arrange a filed trip to,the bank to find

Out how each form is processed.

Insuance Forms (Cla'ss)

Collect sample insurance policies from local Ansurance

corapanies for each member of the class. Discuss with the class

the purpose of different kirids of insurance - life, hem, car,

etc. Select a form arld discuss some of the term3 on the form

such as deductible, liabiliiy, etc.

Income Tax Forms (Class)

Obtain a 1040 or 1040-A form for each student in your

class. Before completing the form find out from students

whether they know who musefile the form, what forms should

be used, when the forms should be filed, etc.

Go through each item on the form and have students fill

out what they can - example: Name,,address, filing status,

exemptions. Discuss the meaning of each item on the form such

as dividends, interes, adjusted gross income, etc.

Discuss the purpose of income taxes - federal and state.

You might have a group of students investigate other kinds of

taxes - gift, inheritance, etc.

12.04
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SUGGEfTIONS FOR TAKING NOTES

Students often da not know how to organize their,notes

on paper. The following formats help students toworganize

their note taking and enables the students to use, their

notes fix study.

t./
EXAMPLE 1 .

Page
referehces

.

Vocabulary, Notes

.

.

Summary or Revir

.

. .

,

A

.

.

.

-

.

..

.

.

.

EXAMPLE 2

Page
references Notes Sample Questions

(Have students make
t
,

questions from state
ments taken in note

Using the first format'the student uses the middle

portion of the page to take notes during class lectures. The

right hand .sectior: prO.Vides space for the student to summarize

his notes immediately after class or afiter school; OR this

123
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section can-be used to write additional information from class

review before a test. Important vocabulary words and their.,

definitions from the lecture dr text can be listed in the

left column. Page references in the extreme left column

relate textbook passages to the legture.

The second format features sample questions.and answers

taken from the lecfure or text; OR the student takes notes,

then as a gtudy review, makes each statemdnt into a question.

These questions help highligheLimportant material.

Some general considerations for effective note takirig are:

1.

2.

The student can be helped to organize his thoughts
and notds by providing a clear, concise outline Or
format,

Keep notes biief and pertinent.

'

3. Use clues to identify important topics in lectures
which should be recorded, e.g. material written on
the'board, repitition of a word or hrase.

4. Use abbreviations (w/, etc., i.e., e.g.).
%

5.

k

Use indentions to separate major and minor.fints.

6. Always date and page number notes.

7. Review notes soon after they are written.

Instant Study Skills

Many studentg do not know how to study. They are expected

to learn to study without being taught how to do it. The first

week of the semester is the perfect time to ,e/ach students these

study skills because they require little time investment by the

student. These are written to the student, and may be used a,

a handout.
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IN THE CLASSROOM

1. Sit as close to the teacher as you dare on the first day of

class.

Do you know that students who sit closer to the teacher

get better grades? Perhaps that's true because often the peo-
,ple who choose to sit closer to the front are the more serious

students. (They would get good grades no matter where they
are in the.classroom.) However, there is some evidence that
regardless of ability, students can increase their chandes for
a good grade by sitting closer to the teacher. The closer you

sit, the fewer visual distractions there are.. The fewer the
distractions, the easier it is to concentrate and to take notes.

And 'co cap it off, you :21'e much less likely to daydream, read
a paper, or write letters if you are under the instructor's

eye. So, sit as close as you dare. If the seating is Assigned,
wear glasses and plead near-,sightedness. Just get up front.

Why would you sit 'there on the first day? BecauSe stu-

dents are creatures of habit. You tend to use the same seat

automatically. Did you ever notice that you step over the
same feet and bump into the same .knees going to your seat

every day? Seating position tends to be a habit. Use it to

your best advantage. Sit down front, and establish the habit
early.

2. Review previous class notes occasionally.

Let's be honest...everyone gets bored occasionally in "

class, even the teacher. If you're bored in a lecture, don't
doodle in your notebook or write letters. Flip through your

previous notes. You are in the classroom anyway, so you may
as well be productive. Looking,over previous notes mgy gen-
erate some interest and help get you back on the tradk. Even

if the teacher continues to ramble and you continue to be

' disinterested, reviewing previous notes will be a good way to
get ready for upcoming examinations. The more review you do,
the better able you will be to retain material later for exams.

3. Copy down almost everything on the board, regardless.

Did you ever stop to think that eNrerY blackboard scribble

may be a clue to an exam item? You may not be able to inte-
grate'what is on the board into your lecture notes, but if you

copy it, it may serve as a useful clue for you later in re--

viewing. If what the teacher says doesn't seem to agree with

what he has written on the board, or if you can't see how it
relates, jot down a word or two from the board in the trIrgin

or your ntoes. A single word may be useful to you later. If

not, you haven't wasted anything. You were in the classroom

anyway.
0
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STUDY AND CONCiENTRATION

4.. Try to find a place for study and nothing but study.

Do you have a place for study you can call your own? As
long as you are going to study, you may as well use the best
possible environment. Of course, it should be reasonbly quiet,
and relatively free of distractions like radix), .TV, and people.
But that is not absolutely necessary. Several surveys suggest
that 80% o.f a student's study is done in his own room, not
in a liibrary or.study ha/1. A place where you are used E.o
studying and not doing anything else is the best of all pos-
sible worlds for a student. After a while stutly becomes
the appropriate behavior in that particular environment. Then
whenever you sit down in that particular niche in the world,
you'll feel like going right to work. Look at it this way:
When you come into a classroom you sit down .and go to work by
paying attention to the teacher. Your.attitude and attention.
and behavior are automatic because in tht pai4t the rooth has
been associated with attentive listening and not much else.
If you can arrange the same kind of situation.for the place
where you syudy, you will find it easier to sit down and start
studying.

5. Before you begim an assignment, write down on a sheet of
paper the time when you expect to be finished.

This one step will ne-E. take any time at all. UoWever,
it can be extremely effective. It may put just the slightest
bit of presswe on you, enough so that study behavior will
become instantly-more efficiea. Keep the goal sheets as
a record of your study efficiency. Try setting 'slightly
higher goals on successive evenings. Don't try to make fan-
tastic increases in rate. Just push the goal up a bit at a
time.

6. if your mind wanders, stand up and face away' from your
books.

Don't sit at your desk staring into a book and mUmbling
about your poor will power. If you do, your book soon be-
co:Tits associated, with daydreaming and guilt. If you must day-
dream, and we all do it occa,sionally, get up and turn around.
Don't leave the room. Just stand by your desk, daydreaming
while you face away from your assignment. The physical act
of standing up helps bring your thinking back to the job.
TRY IT!1 You'll find that soon just telling yourself, "I
should stand up now" will be enough to get you back, on the

'track.

7. Stop at the end of each page and count to ten slowly
when you are reading.

This is an'idea that may increase 4your study time and it
will be quite useful to you if you find you can't concentrate
and your mind is wandering. Ifsomeone were to ask you "What

111 126
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have you read about?" and the only answer you could give is
"About 30 minutes", then you need to apply this technique.
But remember, it is only useful if you can't concentrate,
as a sort of-emergency procedure.

8. Flip through your reading or assignhient quickly before
You go on to something efse.

Few students realize that a short immediatereview is
their very best study time investment. This one step may
take a tiny bit more time so it really can't be considered
an instantstudy skill. However, you will find-that the
very few minutes you take flip#ing through an assignment
befpre you start something new will aid you tremendously
in retaining the material for future review. Research has
indicated thata brief revidw, at the end of a study
assignment, is much more efficient than the same amount
of time spend in review later on. The immediate review is
terribl15 important.

UNDERLINING

9. Never underline a whole sentence.

MAny students underline as they are reading... They under-
line whole sentences and in some cases whole paragraphs. For

. the most,part, they are wasting their time. If you underline,
and a very well controlled study indicated that it is the most
efficient way-to take notes, underline only after you have
read the material. Go back and pick out a few words that sum-.

marize the author's main point. Never underline a whole
sentence. If you do, you will not be forced to select:from
the material that which seems important to you.

TIPS ON TAKING EXAMS

10. When you take an examination, do the easy questions first.

This is a good technique whether you are writing an essay -

test or answering objective questions. Research has shown that
taking easy items first on a test tends to produce better re-
sults than taking the difficult items first on the same test.
So skim over the test and find where to begin. On an objective
test don't spend a lot of time worrying over a tough items.
Skip it and come back to it later. On an essay test write the
easy items first but leave plenty of space so that youn ansWers
will be ins the correct sequence.

(.

11. On an essay test write down somethinci for every item.

Be sure to rea'd the directions. You may be asked to write
only part of the items. Then, for each item you select, write
something. Don't leave any item blank. You can only get a
zero for the question. But if you have something - maybe
even a little wild and apparently unrealted - you may pick up
a few points.



12. Qn an easav tests be neat 1

Some informal research has indicated that a neatly written
paper is worth about one letter grade more than the exact same
paper written in a sloppy, messy sort of way. Look at it this
way: You are.an instructv and you have,read"through 45 or 50
essay exams: You are just naturally goin9 to be a little, more
sympathetic to the person who makes your lob easier by writidg
neatly and clearly. So for an essay test do the best you can
to make the teacher's reading more pleasant. Therteacher will
probably, repay you many times for your effort.

13e On obiecfive tests, if vbu chanae your,mind, change your
answer!

Mahy students think that their first answer to a test
item is somehow magically the best. On the basis of that
unfounded belief, they rarely change 'answers. Perhaps'you,
yourself, have changed your response to an objective item
and found out later,that you were wrong. Mat !vas such an
uncomfortable event that you couldn't forget.it. "Never
again," you tell yourself. "I'll Stick to my first choice."
But you probably also changed your answee, many times.and
got them right.. However, doing that, was Such a reasonable
thing that there was no reason to remem4er it.

As 4 matter of fact, the question of whether or not to
change answers has been carefully researChed:' All of the
studies, over decades, are quite consistent. ,hey imdicate
that on the average you cah expect to pick up more points
that you will have lost by changing answers.. So 14 you,
change your mindichange your answer.

Perhaps you want to test.out this suggestipn. If'so,
you need only to keep a careful track of your changes. Check
with your answer sheet later to find out how many points you
gained and how many points you lost by the changes. Then,
in the future you can be guided by data, not superstition.

Here you haVe a set of instant study improvement techniques.

Each of them is designed to improve your grades and make studying

a little bit easier without any extra time cLvoted on your part.

These techniques certainly can't hurt you. And as lon4 as you .

. have to put the time in anyway, why not

4Instant Study,Skills", "Test Taking Tips for True/False

Test", "Test Takipg Tips for,Essay Tests" and "A Study Plan
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for Test-Wise" were synthesized by Deborah J. Grames of the

Greensboro Public School, which was one of the original

adopters of, the Model Learning Disabilities Program at the.

Oklahoma Child Service Demonstration Center.

TIPAwFOR,TRUE FALSE/TESTS

Do you panic or feel confused when faced with a TRUE/FALSE

test? Would knowing some "tricks of the.study skills trade"

make you feel more confident? Then learn the strategy below

and apply it durin4 your next test session.

SCORER is an acronym for a series of steps that can im-

iproveyour ability n pas'ing and/or raising your grade in

TRUE/FALSE tests.

I. S =.Schedule vour time-

At the beginning of the test, estimate quickly how
much time you can allow for each question. Stick to
this estimate. Donvt get hung up on just one diffi-
cult item. (To estimate time, divide time by number
of questions such as 60 min. 60 questions = 1 min.
per question.)

II. C = Clue Words
Paying attention to clue words in TRUE/FALSE state-
ments can help you choose the correct answer even
though you are unsure of the subject matter.

1. StateMents are usually false that contain clue
'words which indicate that the statement must
always be true with no exceptions. (Such words
are: all, every, none, ajways, invaribly, never,
8est, exactly, worst.)

2. 'Statements are usually true that contain clue
, words Which,modify the absoluteness of the state-,

ment.. (Such clue words are: many, moSt, some,
few, often, usually, sometimes, seldom, more,
equal, less, good, bad.)

3: Watch out for statements that are really defi-
nitions as: "All triangles have three sides."
(This is a true statement: be carefui of these
statements in science and math areas.),



III. Q Omit Difficult OuestiOns Until Last
Answer the easy questions first as you go through
your test and place a mark bY the doubtfur state-
ments: This action will help,you stick to your
time schedule; will ensure your receiving points
on all the items you know; and may trigger your
memory when going back.to answer the doubtful
statements on the test. Repeat this procedure
until all questions are answered. (Hint: On
tests that count only the'correct answers in the
score or for tests that do not penalize for wrong
answers, ALWAYS give an answer. The percentages
are on your side for picking up some points even
through guessing.)

IV. R = Read Each Ouestion Carefully
Reading each TRUE/FALSE statement carefully (and your
instructions) can sometimes make or break your test
scores.

1. Remember to interpret TRUE/FALSE statements as
they are.stated. Don't become emotionally
involved with statements so that you are reading
more into the statement than there is.

2. Also remember that all parts of TRUE/FALSE state-
. ments must be completely true or flase.

V. E = Estimate Answers (intelligent guessing)
Most objective type tests are scored by counting only
your.correct answers. (But be sure this is the way
your test will be scored before applying the intelli-
gent guessing strategy.) When you must guess, use
all the tips you have learned So far about TRUE/FALSE
tests, especially about clue words.

A = Review Your Work
In your estimated schedule of time spent on each Mies-
tion of the test, you should have also allowed a few
minutes in which to look back over the entire test.
Don't ever leave a,test before you must. Check each
of your answers - you may have made a careless mis-:
take, but don't change.answers unless you have a good
reason.

TIPS 'FOR MULTIPLE2GHOICE TESTS

1. Read through the test quickly answering only questions that
y6u are sure about. (Many times clues to answers can be
found in other questions.)

2. Read the entire question and all the possible answers.
Sometimes the last answer is the best answer even though
other answers might work.
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3. Read all possible answers, mark through the first letter
of those you.are pAtty sure are not right. Ueually a
question will have one right answer, and two that are
distractors and one that is definitely wrong.

4. Locate distractors. Sentences with always, never, none .

and all are often distractors -- but not every time. Be
careful.'

5. If you can find 1 or 2 dietracting answers, then look
closely at themas they may give you the clue tO the
right answer. Ask yourself -- "what makes this a dis-
tractor" nd then select the "beet" answer.

6. If you have two options that you feel are equal, select
one and write a brief rationale in the margin - usually
good for extra credit even if wrong<

7. If you change your mind change your answer on multiple
choice tests.

8. On standardized tests, leave unknown questions until'last.
If'you have time, count the number of A's, B's, C's and
D's. Usually there will be an equal number of each.. Odds
are that if you have fewer of 'one that will be the one $

'you should tend to select on the remaining questions.

9. Never leave A,multiple choice question unanswered. You
have at leaAt a 25% chan'è6 of getting,it right lust by
accident. ,If you can aliminate 2 choices, you are just
as likely to get it right,as you are to get it wrong.

10. When 4n doubt, guess B or C. Teachers.often try to "hide"
the answer.

(Prepared by Jim Mason, former Director of Project Mainstream.)

TIPS ON ESSAY TEgTS

I. Before the Test

1. Try to predict and practice writing the answers to
questions that you think will be asked.. (Chapter
titles and subheadings can be a good source for
possible questions.) Essay questioris usually contain
such clbe words as':

Trace...
Define

Discuss
Evaluate...

Illustrate...
Compare and Contrast...

(Study the List of clue words and their meanings at the
end of this handout.) .

Check your notes. What topics did the teacher emphasize.
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2. snow tile cOurse Jargon. Study the spelling of words
that jou might use on (or"plant" in) the test.

II. During the Test:

1. Take.a good writing utensil to class. (Teachers
appreciate 'dark lead or ink they can see.) Watch
your handwriting, spelling and writing mechanics
during the.test.

Read quickly, through all the questions before be-
ginning to write. Estimatesthe time you can allow
'for each Auestion. Plan to "answer ail the questions
that you know first. Begin'each answer on a separ-
ate page, 'keeping them in order. 4

A

3. Read your general test instructions. ,(You mai have
options as to how many questions you rluilt answer.)
Be sure to read each question carefully to determine
what is really being asked. Sketch an outline in
the margin or on scrap paper making sure that all

.important points are included and follow a logical
order. Avoid answers that begin: "1t is'when ...";

and "It is because...." (Who knows what "it" is
referring to?)

4. In writing your essay answers, ,make a separate para-
graph for each of the Ai-n_ideas or statemgnts within
one essay answer. Pueyour dei0.1s.and examples under
their respective main ideas. This aids .omnization
and writing mechanics.

5, Read over your paper-before you turn it in. Check
for completeness in4expressioh4fand ideas and for

mechanical errors. Do not change an answer unless
you are sure of a mistake as first impressions are

, usually correct.

6.. Use all of your test time. Leave only when the
teacher makes you.

III. After. the Test:

1. To improve your test-taking skills, go over all re-

turned papers carefully. Observe your shortcomings
and mistakes so that you mill not make the same ones

onilater.tests.

IV: last of Eksav Clue Words and their Meaninu:

1. Essay questiohs contetin clue words that tell you the
kind of-information your teacher wants'. Improve your
teit-taking capabilities by learning the following
list: (Teachers may wish to teach these as vocabulary

r

study.)
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fauclieral

halm

Commqnt on

Comvare

Contrast

Criticize

Describe

Diaaram

ACtion Reauired

Means to find the mai ideas and
show how thev ar- rel ted and why
they are important.

Means tor discuss1 criticize,, or
explain its meanings as completelY
as possible.

Means to show both the similarities
and differences.

!1..*

Means to compare by showing the.

differences.

Means to give your iudaeMent or rea-
soned opinion of something, showing
its'aood and bad Points. It is not
necessary tolattack it. s

Means to give the formal meaning by
distinguishing it from related terms.
This is often a matter of giving a
memorized definitions

Means to write a detailed acaount or
verbal picture in a loaical seauence
or story form.

Means to make a.araph, chart, or
drawing. Be sure you label it and
add a brief explanation if It is
needed.

Discuss Means to describe giving the details
and explaining the pros and cons of

it.

Enumerate Means. to list: Name and list the
main ideas one by one. Number them..

Evaluate Means'to give vouvopinion or some
expert's qpinion of the truth or'
importance of the concept. Tell
the advantaaes and disadvantaaes.

Illustiate Means to explain or make it.clear by
concrete examples1 comparittons. or,
analocies.

Interpret Means to give the meaning using example@

and _Personal comment@to make it cleari.

,

Means to give a statement of

it is so.' Give reasons, for your statempnt

or conclusion.



.

Liit eans to produce a numbered list of words,4
sentences, or comments. Same as enumerate.

autilut 1.:Le Means to give a aeneral stOmarY. N
should contain a series oA.main ideas

.

supported by secondary ideas. Omit
minor details. Show the organization
of the ideas.

Prove Means to show by araument or logic that
it is true. The word "prove" has.a very,
'special meaning in mathematics anephy-,
sics. A

Relate

Review

State

Means to show the connections between
things telling how one causes or is like
another%

(;!'

Means to give a survey or summary in which'
yoa look at the fmportant Part-s and criti-
cize where needed.' .

Means to descirbe the main points in
precise' terms. Be formal. Use brief
clear sentences. Omit detailsor
examples.

Summarize Means to give a brief, condensed account
of the main ideas. Omit detail's and
examples.

Trace Means to follow the upuress or history
of the subject.

This list is too long fo most students to memorize, but

try to remembeir the seven most often used clue wards:

discuss contrast, compare, criticize; define, describe, list.

STUDY PLAN FOR THP TEST-WISE

1 START WITH AN OVERVIEW OF REMAINING TASKS - SCHEDULE YOUR
ME ACCORDINGLY.

.

,

. a. Overview all materials for each class. Evaluate and
list priorities among remaining study tasks and estimate
time needed for each. How do the notes, the text, the
supplementary readings relate? How much Weight will ke
given on each exam? How. will you'therefore apportion iime
among unfinished:reading, reviewing reading and riotes, iden-
tifying major themes,and issues, etc.?

b. Then sketch a rough calendai of the weeks, days, hours
remaining before each exam and plot a'chart of the hours
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,adtually available for study. Objectively and zealisii-
- cally apportion your remaining tasks into these hours,

taking into consideration these tips, for scheduling:

Break largetasks into more workable sub-goals
and-appotion speoific,t1me for each.

Allow longer studN'periods for grasping total re
lationships and condepts; use shorter time intervals
,fbr review, self-testing, reinforcement; routinely
use odd moments (waiting for bus, walking to library)
for periodic'recall and review.

Do difficult tasksfirst, then reward yourself with
easier ones.,

Take brief breaks; don't study all the time. 'Daily
physical exercise is especiakly important.'

Vary-tasks and topics during'lengthy study-periods.
Rework notes, then read; alternatellistory With
math etc.'

. Find a special place to sitidy and .use.it only for
that. Make it becohe a stimulus just to study;
if yoWre daydreaming and not studying, then. .

walk aWay for a kew minutes.

Stick as much as pos ibl our own regular . study
and work hours. Adh re to you own biological clock
df peak study times rather than dopting someone
else's bizarre schedule.

c. In essence, avoid the "escape" syndrome of fretting and
talking more about studying than'actually studying. Simply
make a realistic appraisal of priorities re: What's got to
be done., how much time there,is to do it, and when it will
be done. THEN.D0

2. PLAN EFFECIENTLY WITH UNREAD MATERIAL

a. Shortly aft'er you have gathered all material for the
class together and plotted the overall organization you should
dig into the unfinished reading. You'll have a much better
perspective from which to approach it.

b. Preview the materials. Divide it into realistic parts
and sub-,goals. Set time limits for each plst and begin..

c. Read - holding yourself to the time you've set even
if you must skim key sentences only. It's better to'get
some information than none. Pace yourself by moving a card
or pencil doWn.the'page as you read.

d. Recall the material by immediately self-testing at the
end of each page qr part. This enhances retention even with-
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Out later review.

3. REVIEW_ ACTIVELY - NOT FASSIVELY

a. Re-work notes and text into one "whole" so tlsat you'll be
aware of the forest before concentrating on the trees. Ar-
range major points chronologiCally or topically. Construct
over-all diagrams, charts *CT outlines.

b. Doh't'waste you.time passively re-reading. Instead,
review the table of contents or the chapter emb-headings;
try to recall the important points. Recite them, write
them, say them, hear them, think them. Reinforce by using
as many-tenses as. possible. Spend more time aCtively re-
citing and Iasi; time just re-reading. .

"LOoking Over" class materials is easy, comfortable, tempo-
rarily reassuring . . . and usually..wasteful of your time.
While it may be gratifying to discover that terms or text
look familiar, this sight recognition is seldom sufficient
for good,performahte on a test. You must instead find a
variety of ways in which you can test yourself as yoU re-
view. Reciting is one,of the most powerful ways to learn
and remember. Constantly Tractice restating, repeating,
putting into your own words,what you've just learned,

c. Anticipate exam questions and practice answering them un-
der typical test time limits. Waiting for the teacher to
raise the questions at the exam dces not lead to a well-
ordered plan of attack on the content of the course. Choose
the questions you would ask if you were planning the exam,
then practice,synthesizing by pulling together your own
answers to thesd questions. Refer to earlier exams in the
course to get an.idea of the kind of question that will be.
asked. RevieWing *ith,others at tliis point might be helpful
jj everyone already "kiiows" the material.

4. UTILIZE EFFECTIVE TEST-TAKrNG TECHNIQUES.

q. General suggestidqs: Give yourself the advantage of
a good head start. Arrive with enough time to arrange
your working conditions and build a carm, alert attitude.
Avglid getting irivolved in a last-minute cram session with

nicky ckassmates. Preview the whole test quickly (for,
format, point distributions, missing pages, etc.). Have
instructor clarify any ambiguities in questions before
attempting to answer them. 'Plan.a time schedule for each
question or section - it's your responsibility to attempt
all'questions in time allowed.
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APPENDIX

Mainstreamina Forms

Each of the follOwing forms has been used successfully

in the Oklahoma Child Service Demonstration Center model

and their adopteeschools. The.purpose bf these forms is

to foster communication between content area teachers and

resource room teachers. Since not all forms are appropriate

for every schooi, a variety of forms is included. ye suggest

that you select the forms that will be most helpful for your

school system. Other forms used by the Oklahoma Child Ser-

vice DemOnstration Center may be found in the Diagnostic

Evaluation Forms booklet available from the project.

ty
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From: Mainstreaming the LD Student

By: South Carolina Region V. Educational Service Center

The resource teacher may want tqlereceive periodic written
repacts from the regulac classroom teachers. An appropriate
time to ask for these reports is at the end of each reporting
period. The following forms have been used successfully 'for
thispurpose.

Report from Regular Class to LD Resource Room

Student: Subject:

Grade, this reporting period

Date

Was this student able to read class material?

Yes No

Did this student put forth effort in the classroom?

Yes No

Did this student-complete home assignments?

Yes No

Are there any special problems with this student?

Do we need a Special conference? Yes No

If yes, pieferred date and time
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From: Mainstreaming the LD Student, Cont'd

Periodically, the resource teacher will need to see teachers '

in groups to discuss ongoing problems of learning disabled students
in general and the problems being encountered by the students in
their school specifically. The teachers as a group can discuss
behaviors exhibited in different situations and also help generate
suggegtions for classroom adjustmente suitable to individual needs.

A letter such as the following may announce such a meeting.

'
To: All Teachers

From: H.K. Boucher, Principal

Ori Wednesday, November 24, the LD Resource Teacher
will hold a workshop for the regular classroom teachers.
The workshop will be conducted all day, but each 'subject
teache-r will only attenciduring his/her-planning period..
We apologize for taking away your planning period for one
day, but feel we have some practical suggestions for use
with the learnhing disabled students in your class. We
also need'input flrom,you as to appropriate classroom
adjustments.

The coordination between the resource room and the
regular clas.sroom has been the major reason for the suc-
cess of the LD program. We appreciate your cooperation
thus far and look forward to seeing you Wednesday.

In addition to scheduled conferences and meetings and
periodic written reports, the resource teacher,should be as
visable to regular classroom teAchers as possible. She should
"drop by" informally after-school to say "How are things going?"
"How is Tommy doing?" etc.

The resource rooM teacher must work extra hard and oftentimes
extra hours to keep up with each-student, his regular classroom'
progress, as well as resource room progress. By keeping teachers
informed and "helping them to help studentsi" the success of the
total program will be greatly enhanced.
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(Courtesy-of Bloomfield Hills Schools, Bloomfiled, Michigan)

Student:

Teacher:

CHECK LIST

-YES

Date:

Subject:*

NO---

1. On time

.
,

,

.

2. Proper Materials
.

3. Listening

....

4.
,

Appropriate verbal response

.

5. Politeness

6. Using:time well
.

7. Turning in assignments
,

Comments on behavior:



DeWITT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SPECIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT

REPORT FROM REGULAR CLASS TO LD RESOURCE ROOM

STUDENT SUBJECT

GRADE (This reporting period)

DATE

WAS THIS STUDENT ABLE TO READ CLASS MATERIAL?

Yes No

DID THIS STUDENT PUT FORTH EFFORT IN THE CLASSROOM?

Yes No

DID THIS STUDENT COMPLETE HOME ASSIGNMENTS?

Yes No

ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL PROBLEMS WITH THIS STUDENT?

DO WE NEED A SPECIAL CONFERENCE? Yes 'No

IF YES, PREFERRED DATE AND TIME_

406
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Student:

;Mk Teacher:

Hour You Have Student:

INPUT FOR PLACEMENT MEETING

Please make brief comments on the following areas:

Attendance:

Homework:

Attitude:

Grade to Date:

General Comments:
4



IEP ADDENDUM
MODIFICATIONS FOR MAINSTREAMING

The following modifications may be necessary for

to be mainstreamed into regular class.

student's name

Mark student's correct and acceptable work, not his mistakes.

Examinations and quizzes should be given orally.

..

Reading assignments should.be presented on cassette tapes.

,

` Make arrangements for homeworh assignments to reach home with clear),_--..--
concise directions.

Reversals and tranypositions of letters and numbers should not be marked
wrong. Instead, reversals or transpositions should be pointed out for
correction. ,

..

Recognize and give credit for students oral participation in class.

= Provide extra test time.

Provide extra assignment time.

Student should be allowed to tape classroom lecturep 9r discussions.

Student should be allowed to copy another student's class notes.
,

s...

6

Student should be provided a carbon copy of another student's class notes.

Utilization of peer tutoring.

Utilization of-cross-age tutoring.

Avoid placing student under pressure of time or competition.
t

t

Accept homework papers typed by the student or dictated by him and
recorded by someone'else;,if need be.

,

, Do not return handwritten work to be copies over; paper is often not,
improved and student's frustration is added to.

Quietly repeat directions to him, after they have been given to the
class; then have him repeat and explain.drections to you.

Let him dictate themes or answers,to questions on a cassette tape.

Accompany oral directions with written direct.ions for child to refer to

(on blackboard or paper).

Do not require lengihy outside reading assignments. .

'

Studont'should be permitted to use cursive writing.
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IEP ADDENDUM, Cont'd

Other

Tentative criteria for evaluation of student.

Student is on same grading system as other students.

Student is on same grading syitem with these exceptions:

Student is on pass/fail system.

Student is on an attendance pass/fail system.

Student will receive credit (Cr.) if s work is commensurate with his
ability/Flif effort is not present.
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MAINSTREAM REPORT

Student: Teacher:

Attendance: Good Poor Tardy

Class Participation: 'Cited Poor Cements

Assignment Response: Good Poor Past Due Assignmentt:

Grade (at this time) Conference of Assistance requested:

MAINSTREAMING PROGRESS REPORT

This form is to evaluate

Teacher:.

performance in your room for the two week period of

to

CIRCLE ONE:

Attitude AlwaYs Acceptable 5 4 3 2 1 0 Never Acceptable

Brings Materials Always Acceptable 5 4 3 2 I 0 Never Acceptable

.Wbrk Always Acceptable 5 4 3 2 1 0 Never Acceptable

Please approximate grade to date:

*If student is having a specific problem please check this box.

Additional Comments:

14 5



Teacher:

'Student:

Grade:

Date:

fr

This.lesson plan is sent to the student's regplar teacher
when the/mainstreaming progiesw report comes back with a low
grade.

LESSag PLAN

DAY REGULAR CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENT

.
.

.

. i

., ,

.

TUESDAY

,

.

. .

.

,

..

.

.

ViElICSDAY

.

.
_

,

THURSDAY

.

,

,

FRIDAY

,
.

.

. .
.'

-

146
Please list book, pages and other material to be Used. Attach all handouts.

Include homework and MakeuRassignments where appropriate:
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*
,

Nardi,_,,
,

. WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT SHEET

WEEK Or:

SUBJECT:

TEACHER:

MONDAY:
,

,

,

M11.1111M

,

TUESDAY: .

..

,

WEDNESDAY:

MIMMInr,

'THURSDAY:

FRIDAY:

Ilt-----,.. ,

1
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BACK-UP WEEKLY'SCHEDULE

TEACHER'S NAME CLASS

1) WEEK OF:

2) READING ASSIGNMENTS:

3) WEEKLY HAND-OUT AND DUE DATES FOR PROJECTS AND/OR STUDY SHEETS:

HAND-OUT DUE

4) 1.TEEK TEST DATES:

1) The Learning Center will see that the following things are done each week:

r

A. Reading assignments taped or color-coded

B. All study sheets and projects will be worked on with teacher ox aide help
for part of each back-up I5eri9d - wheR po4sible. Some regular class assign-

ments might be more pressing than others. No Learning Center Class work
will be'done during back-up periods. This is done for you and the.student

C. We will read tests to the student or students who have reading problems.
Please send tests to us. 14

D. We will attimpt to discuss problems and progress as often as possible.

COMMUNICATION I. VITAL

Comments on student's work --- piwklem areas.

tt.

/3 4



DOLCH BASIC.VOCABULARY LIST OF READING LEVELS

PREPRIMER PRIMER 1 2 3 ,

A ALL AFTER AINAYS ABOUT

AND AM WAIN ARCUND BErrER

AWAY ARE AN BECAUSE BkING

DIG AT ANY BEEN CARRY

:BLUE ATE AS BEFORE CLEAN

CAN BE ASK BEST CUT

CUE BIA,Cy BY !ME DONE

DOWN BROWN COULD BUY DRAW

FIND BUT EVERY CALL DRINK

FOR CAME FLY COLD Elan'

FUNNY DID FRCM DOES FALL

GO DO GIVE' DON ' T FAR '

HELP EAT GOING FAST FULL

. HERE FCUR HAD FIRST GOT

I , GET HAS FIVE GROW

IN GOOD HER FOUND HOLD

I S HAVE HIM aAVE For

IT HE HIS GOES HURT

/
X ;MP - INTO ' HOW GREEN IF

LrITLE LIKE JUST ITS KEEP

LCCK MUST MOW flADE KIND

MAKE NEW LET MANY LAUGH

ME NO LIVE OFF LIGHT

MY NOW MAY OR LONG

NOT ON OF PULL MUCH

a (CONTINUED ON NENT PAGE)
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END NOTES

Multi-Media,Catalogue. (Child Service Demonstration Center,
Cushing',.0klahoma, 1974-1980).

Multi-Media Catalogue, Supplement I. (Child Service Demon-
stration Center, Cushing, Oklahoma)

3
I Used To Could Spell Wensday: (Chi'ld'Service DemenS'tration

Center, Cushing, Oklahomaik975-1980).

'4Crosscurrents: A Prescriptive Teacher Handbook. (Child
Service Demonstration Center, Cushing, Oklahoma,,1979-1980).

59iagnostic Forilis Book. (Child Service Demonstration Center,
CusIV.ng, Oklahoma).

6

7

.

The perfect Speller. (Grossett and Dunlap, Inc.,,Educational,
Division, New York, NY).

Instant Spelling Dicti.faary. (Career Institute, 1960).

8
Type It. (Educator's Publishing Company, 1964)..

t
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